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HOW does it work?

Each Scheme', completely autonomous but linked to
-the; 'national organisation, is administered by a
do'-ordinator, who is responsible for assessing the
family need-and supplying the practical help at times
required by the families.

, The Management Committee of each local Scheme is
-:made up from representatives of health and social

services departments and voluntary organisations.
. Disabled people are also encouraged, and welcomed.
.to serve-on each Management Committee.

For details Of literature-available, advice on any aspect
pf-rfhe work pf ^the Association or on Crossroads
Schemes pfease write-to-:;, r

Mrs. Pat. Osborne/'S.R.N.. N.C.D.N.,
Chief Executive Officer,

Association of Crossroads Care Attendant Schemes

.... : '--'•...'".' -•:. Ltd.,
11. Whitehall'Road!"
Rugby.
Warwickshire CV2.1 ,3AQ:

who-will be happy to help.

For details of ybiir local Scheme please contact:

Cro^rocid>

Care attendant ^chemeb
Chantv Reg.stration No 282102

lML , .



WHAT is it?

a registered charity which has as its objectives:
1 .. to recruit and provide Care Attendants:
a) to relieve stress in the family or carer of the

disabled person.
b) to avoid admission to hospital or residential care

of the disabled person should a breakdown or
other failure occur in the household.

2.. to supplement and complement, not to replace,
existing statutory services and to work closely
with them.

3 .. To strive to maintain a hi eh standard of care.

WHY was it formed:

Many physically handicapped people are able
to live at home only because of the constant support
they get from another person-a friend, a housekeeper,
or most often, a relative. Sometimes a large family of
brothers and sisters will organise a shift system to
look after their handicapped mother or father. But
there is always a danger that the system will
break down. The relative will fall ill, or the family
providing help day in day out will begin to crack
under the strain. How many physically handicapped
people have had to leave their homes for long periods
or forever, because the person or the people who
looked after them, could no longer cope? One or
two hours a week, at the time the disabled person
needs them, can make all the difference.

It is perhaps surprising that with District
Nurses, Health Visitors, Social Workers,
Occupational Therapists, Home Helps, Meals on
Wheels, and so on there should still be an unmet
need. But there is. Without in any way duplicating
the help provided by any of these services a properly
trained, reliable care attendant can be the crucial
factor in determining whether or not a disabled
person is able to go on living at home. Everyone
concerned with the care of the disabled believes that,
wherever possible, they should be given a choice of
living in their own homes rather than a hospital or
an institution.

WHEN can a scheme begin in your area?

It is not the policy of the Association to initiate
interest in a given area, but rather to help and
encourage groups which haveseen their own local need.
The most effective way of establishing a Crossroads
Scheme has been to form a Steering Committee to
look at local need with a view to applying for finance
from the respective statutory authorities.
The Association has the expertise and experience to
assist each Steering Committee through the various
stages and is pleased to offer help.

WHERE are Crossroads Schemes?

Basildon

Belfast

Braintree

Breckland

Brent

Broadland

Calderdale

Castle Point

Chelmsford

Cheltenham

Colchester

Coventry
Croydon
Davcntry
Delyn
Dewsbury & District
Dudley
Dundee

Glasgow
Harlow & District

Hillingdon

Ipswich
Islington
Milton Keynes
North Warwickshire

Nuneaton & Bedworth

Oxford

Peterborough
Rochdale

Rochester

Rochford

Rugby
Southend

Southwark

South West Herts

Stockport
Tandridge
Warrington
West Cumbria

Westminster

Wirral

Woking

(as at May 1982)
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e Kingston Project

Residential Care

. •. •. Resjdentjal care for severely physically
'" di'sated 'p^fM*^ cftfeiijifli large

adapted establishments which are
i situated-'Some di^tance.-froni.ajtown.

The maintenance of such'b'uildirigs and
''}j,.;^tiernecessaryjle.vei pf..care;that they

p"rovide,'is expensive: '"'*' —''
. c;: VThetrJeasons .for transferring people

into such care are 'varied. It may be
-that the disability has progressed so
that the able carer-'oV'careTs-can no

_^ longer manage to provide the sustained
"• - level* of. care required-. The disabled

person may live alone, and the existing
. community services be insufficient for
the person to function adequately.
Residential care for the disabled person
may also be the only solution when the
working hours, of care attendants are
not flexible enough fd-enable the
family, unit to remain together.
Whatever the cause, the degree of

,. disability may make it essential for a
•'"cr. person -to 'receive-,.twelifty.-four hour

care.

;^ -">.?1?Jie-'-Kingstoni.'Pfpject is-'a: plan to
offer an alternative residential care

facility:in.Kingston:-, an, independent,
integrated liie-styfe in small,purpose-
built, units,., near to relatives and
friends, ' accessible^ Cto> 'feotnmunity
facilities and with twenty-four hour

'care:'pYftvide(i,'.Ihe;»hous;iH'gf will not
create an institution or a ghetto. On the

•>•'» contrary,,.-thie' njdepend^nt living units
will" be' ^welf integratedv"with the
.community.

*&&?$

••"' H"ioThelKjngSfpn Rr<$frct

The concept of cafe is that of the
'extended family' where a body of

••'/. \ people caB,-Uve, fogethe^.corporately,
but take tip individual activities within

y. : th^ir4g:wnjinits-.and;in thecommunity.
fwentyiwii hbWSate^wlB beprovided

„, to enablethe disabledperson to lead as
•" "'-'••fle^S a'life^Me/'ft^Sred. Care

services can come from several sources
'".'̂ ffftnriUy;,', friends-, -^lunteers, paid

iivi'ng-tn and ifvin'g-ourStan.
' Tf, Bsgt#*ip\eB}ber *of,,tj}ej 'extended

family' will'heed time 'to' pursue an

individual life-style and this must be
respected by the disabled and able-
bodied. Varied levels of care may also
be drawn from the statutory com
munity services.

It is important that the severely
physically handicapped person has the
opportunity to determine where and
with whom to live; with whom to asso
ciate; what help is required and who
shall give it; what to eat and what to
wear. It should be possible for the dis
abled person to decide how to utilise
each day and what risks to take. It is
necessary that the handicapped person
has as much responsibility for his own
well being and environmental control
as is practicable.

The accommodation will consist of

not more than six self-contained units,
each providing living and sleeping
areas, a kitchen galley, bathroom and
toilet facilities. An advanced call-
system will provide maximum privacy.

Amenities will also be available for
the provision of communal and separ
ate meals, and for laundry require
ments. The whole area will have level

access to aid mobility and nearby
carport facilities will ensure easy access
to vehicles. The housing complex will
contain small gardens with raised beds
to allow those who wish to cultivate the

area, the opportunity to do so.
Mobility units with appropriate aids
and equipment will enable the disabled
person to achieve maximum indepen
dence and accomplish what might
otherwise be impossible.

Ann Macfarlane

Integrated housing means easier
communication and access for and

with the disabled person. Many
facilities must be within reach, such as
place of work, shops, the library, pub,
church and cinema, thus enabling the
severely handicapped person to partici
pate in community life and allowing
the able-bodied person to call in
frequently.

Relinquishing the responsibility of
care for the disabled member of the

family should, wherever possible, be a
gradual process. The disabled person
and able, but now less capable carer,
need time to adjust to the changed
situation. The involvement of the

family and friends is still important:
the able-bodied person has the ability
and the need to go on caring for and
helping the disabled person who has
left the family unit or their own home.
A scheme such as the one we plan in
Kingston will encourage relatives to
assist with the daily routine —

'shopping, laundry, cooking and
performing tasks out of the range of
the disabled person. This enables
relatives to continue to help without
having the exhausting responsibility of
full-time care.

Ensuring Success

To put these principles into practice
is a challenge which the Kingston
Project is preparing to face. The level
of care necessary to ensure the true
independence of residents is clearly
well above the requirements identified
in government legislation. To ensure
the success of this scheme, the Project
therefore intends to raise -about
£50,000 by the end of next year." This
will enable them first of all to persuade
the statutory authorities that the units
should be constructed and secondly it
will go some way to ensuring that all
the objectives of the project are
achieved. It is of primary importance
that the concept.of independent living
is not lost in the attempt to bring it to
fruition.

The Kingston Project is under the
aegis of the Kingston upon Thames
Association for the Disabled. •

For further information contact: Ann Macfarlane, Kingston upon Thames Association for the Disabled, c/o United Reformed Church.
. Eden Street; Kingston.'Telephone: 01-5498893(Monday and Thursday 1.30to 3.30.Wednesday 10.00to 4.00)
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The British Council of Organisations of Disabled People, founded
last year during IYDP, brings together in one body many of the
diverse national; organisations that disabled people themselves
control. It is a representative group of disabled people, democr
atically controlled.

The BCCCP is disabled people working together to improve the conditions
in which we live. If you are disabled, the BCCDP is your national
coordinating organisation.

Cae of the standing committees of the BOCDP .Is concerned with:

HOUSING AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT

* In the 1980's housing in Britain is in crisis.

* Last year around 75,000 households were officially "accepted"
as homeless.

* New housebuilding is at its lowest peace time level for 60 years,
and snore houses are falling into disrepair than are being improved.

* More than 1.25 million people are on Council waiting lists.

* In this situation, people who have the least say in provision, and
command the least resources are the worst affected, ie elderly
people, inmigrants, single people and "the disabled".

* 20,000 disabled people under 65 are living .in residential institutions
other than subnorra&iity or psychiatric hospitals.

* Probably some 300,000 elderly disabled people are living in residential
homes and long stay hospitals, many due to homelessness, bad housing,
or lack of minimal personal support.

* Despite policies of increased "community care" , residential care
still accounts for the predominant part of the resources used by
Social Services Departments. Oonmunity services have been constantly
diminished since the early '70s by savage cutbacks in public spending^

* tost physically impaired people, including elderly people, do not
want to live in institutions.

DISABILITY = BAD BOUSING, LITTLE HELP, NO CHOICE



/

DCODP

ACTION
Together with the national housing group, SHELTER, the BCQDP is
running a joint campaign to improve fapiwlfiy afid living conditions
for disabled people.

So far ten Housing Associations ar participating in the campaign,
and specific projects are being planned in:

.Leicester, Nottingham, S.London, N.London, Liverpool, Cardiff,
Walsall, Newcastle, Salford and Leeds.

With modem resources and technology there can be no doubt that
integration in the community is a realistic possibility for ALL
disabled people"; The BCCDP supports local initiatives to set up
real alternatives to segregated institutions, so that disabled.
people can choose how thay live.

To achieve this, the BCODP campaign rests on two main principles:

1. That suitably designed and equipped housing must be accompanied
by appropriate arrangements for personal support.

2. That disabled people working together in their own locality must
decide for themselves how their- own housing and help needs
should best be met.

*******

If you are concerned about, the housing needs of disabled people
in your locality, the BCODP exists to support you. Our campaign
is about your views.

Contact your local housing group. If there is no organisation
/ working on housing and disability in your area, start one.

Contact us:

BCODP Housing Committee, c/o 5 Crowndale Road, London NW1 ITU,



National Council for Voluntary Organisations 26 Bedford Square London WClB 3HU Teli 01-6316 4066

•:t^€f' v«sflj(i«r •• Juds." • '"Jtzv '"sift*--«*#:

Community Care
• What should be the proper aim of community care?

8 •
Why are so many people in institutions, emergency or
special accommodation, who are capable of living in
ordinary housing?

What changes are necessary in housing policy if
community care is to work?

How can we develop a more flexible and varied range
of support services?

Ih,ese issues are explored in Housing and Community Care, a
^report from NCVO's Policy Analysis Unit by Andrew Purkis and
'-Patii Hodson.

The authors document the growing numbers of people with special
?rre'ed&•"to be met in the community: elderly, disabled or mentally
ill .people, addicts, ex-offenders and many groups of single
homeless. They examine the major obstacles to a more normal

%!ahd^autonomous life for them and for caring families.

The report argues that the vast majority of people in special
"'heeds- groups need decent, ordinary housing. It calls for a
v,ma-3Q:,r shift in housing policy to take account of the needs of
single people and other small households, including elderly
'-Giwhie^r^occupiers.

Housing and Community Care also proposes a radical diversification
"'•Of• social support services, with a major role for voluntary
•.'organisations as part of a strategic approach planned and
funded by the statutory sector.

This 4,s-a,s.major report bringing together ideas and experiences
from'many'different agencies and client groups. There are
"recommendations addressed to both central and local government,
an^dv:national and local voluntary organisations.

<,

/, . .•

ORDER FORM OVERLEAF
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36 WAYS FORWARD

18. Care and Support

When work on this reportbegan, our main interest
focused on the potential of such provision as
sheltered housing and housing association special
projects, offering specially tailored environments
for the delivery of advice, support or care outside
traditionalinstitutions. This assumption reflected a
common tendency to discuss how much wasbeing
achieved for this or that group in terms ofunits of
special provision - so many mental handicap hostel
places, so many units of wheelchair or sheltered
housing, so many miffion,pounds, for a hostels
initiative', somanyhouses reserved fora particular
client group. Surely, itmight be thought, a review of
housing andsupport for special needs groups would
bemainly concerned with, special housing?

The perspective that emerges from our overview
ofneeds andservices isdifferent The vastmajonty
of people in special needs groups have ordinary
housing needs, many of which cannot be met on
current trends. Thatis why suchemphasis hasbeen
placed on sound general housing policies. A con
siderably smaller butstill substantial number need
some sort of aids, support or care, beyond-the
services available to all citizens, to enable them to
cope. Of these, onlyamuch smallerminority require
the kind of support ^or care which can:only be
delivered in special housing or institutions, s i"

This is not to deny that special housing projects
are one vital ingredient in developing community
care It has indeed been stressedthat a far greater
diversity is neededin available emergencyservices,
in short-stay accommodation combined with
information, advice ormore specialised counselling
or care, in staffed and unstaffed hostels for re
habilitation, orin group homes with different levels
of support. The scale and variety ofneed, though
relating very much to a minority, isnevertheless far
greater than is catered for today,

But what many more peoplerequire urgently are
schemes offering more diverse, flexible andsensitive
support to individuals and caring families in
ordinary, long-term housing. It is services linked to
ordinary housing which could prevent so much
unnecessary recourse to acute services and special
environments. It issupportathomethat offers most
people the best chance ofautonomy and asnormal a
life as possible; and its absence that, as we have
seen, forces so many to depend unnecessarily on un
supported carers, institutions orspecial treatment.

How then, to set about multiplying care and
support services not only in specially tailored
environments but.also for the far greater numbers
in ordinaryhousing?.There areno.patanswers. The
way forward lies in encouraging a radical diversi
fication ofservices andinitiatives, building ongood
practices and testing out new ones. The problems
are not amenable to any master plan.

We begin with the issuediscussed in Chapter id:
one precondition for improving care andsupport in
the community is evidently to sortout the relative
responsibilities of central and local government

3 chapters from

"Housing and Community Care"

by Andrew Purkis and Paul Hodson

Bedford Square Press/NCVO 1982

Between Two Stools: the Central/Local
Government Split
We found two important problems. First, a number
of services for people whoneed-bridges back to the
community are instead run quite separately by
central government agencies. The main examples
relate to long-stay NHS patients and people in
DHSS resettlement units. Many thousands could
taketheirplace in thecommunity. Buttheexistence
ofseparate, central government services maintains
such people in isolation and constitutes an. extra
disincentive to local authorities to take onthe task
of their resettlement and support•-'This is, for
example, one of the reasons that the sponsors of
voluntary projects to house and support ex-NHS
patients or homeless people have such extreme
difficulty in obtaining topping-up money (funds to
cover the support services) from local authorities.
The objective, ina nutshell, is togetlocalauthorities
to take on more responsibility for support and care
in the community for these people; but how?

Part of the long-term answer lies in changing
formal responsibilities. We have already proposed,
as an ultimate goal, that responsibility forresettiing
and housing all homeless people should,pass to
local authorities. And it will be suggested shortly
that there maywell bea strongcase forestablishing
a national Mental Handicap Service totakethelead
in transferring patients from mental handicap
hospitals to a community setting. But whether or
notthese legislative changes aremade, thequestion
remains as to where the funds are to come fromto
build up-community provision.

That brings us to the second major issue m
relation to central and local government responsi
bilities for care and support services. Much
experience shows that many local authorities are
fundamentally reluctant to develop services from
their own unhypothecated funds, for%marginal
groups, especially outsiders who have no settled
place to live within the community. Incentives and
longer-term assistance are needed direct from
central government budgets. But these have come
only patchily and tardily because of the DHSS
doctrine that social services provision must be a
local authority responsibility.

DHSS is the central government department
most extensively concerned with promoting care in
the community, but its thinking about the proper
role ofcentral funding for locally managed projects
and services is a cause of confusion. The doctrine
that social services provision must;-be a local
authority responsibility is linked.to a pragmatic
concern that once the Department allows a breach
in its defences by contributing central finance
directly to social services, there will follow a flood of
further demands as local authorities try to load
spending onto central government (particularly,
perhaps, inrelation to unpopular groups) by exploit
ing the precedent But what does this mean in
practice?



It was found in Chapter 13 that the absence of a
reliable financial commitment from-central govern
ment budgets, going beyond temporary'aslisW
had gravely xnhibited the development |Hj
rnumty Services;for long-stay hospital patigSalcoholics, drug addicts and singlehomeless '̂
This was all the more..frustrating because 'it was
argued there were anumber of indications ofwhal
central funding could contribute: Home Office
funding for ex-offenders; Housing Corporation
finance to encourage pluralism in public Csing
categorical programmes like Urban Aid and MSC
Specia Programmes, unleashing agreat diversity
ne S TSlT^V mUCh °f ^e kind soTadg
least \nV r &°f community care. And, not
teDerin^ a anC6' Promisine but limited bytapering arrangements, and the DHSS's own
effective but short-lived backing for residential andsuPP°ri services to alcoholics. resiaential and

What then, is the DHSS policy on where' its
financial responsibilities in relation to local conv
mumty care projects begin and end? Whafis the
justification for insisting, save in exceptional cases
Jat social services should be funded in theloS
term exclusively by local authorities? What criterif
fn reLtin eX?epbons? Do "cent signs offleStyn relation to provision for homeless people in
Undon and also to ideas for expanding joint
to S dSit chaT>ofheart? ^ »*& - ~*kin? 8' & 1S n.° state™^ of policy as to whatKind of local project is or is not regarded ao
aTln^HSS finandaJ -PPort onSels"
s_dpSi aTl Said to be administrativeguidelines covenng these points, but they and their
justifications remain asecret. It would behelpiu?_
WW ^ diPUbhsh a detailed Policy statementasstnVnT COnfusjon.a^ open their woSSg
assumptions to questioning and debate. The cir
sh^Wbe? f W,hiCh C6ntraI sovernmen funds
faou^^is a question of great importance to the future of

: attention from the House of Commons Select
Committee on the Social Services
cenlSrS;/4 ^S to di?Cern wh* fund* fromcentral budgets should not n principle be mad*
c\Vr^^lh±in^ develoPum^ofmoreo^care and support services on the ground Outsiders
need bridges back to the community: becausftheir
destination is within the community, _^____^
be local, offering direct links to other local people
and services; but because their starting-poSt s
outside it is unrealistic and even unfefr to ex'ct
local authorities to pay by themselves. The finaS
responsibility must be shared. If the £_____„
purpose of particular services is to rece™ and
resettle people who have become detached from any
local community, it seems on the face of it Sat a
Permanent contribution from central government".budgets _; also in order. Hence the probZs^sed
by current restrictions on joint finance and other
examples of purely temporary aid

Our conclusion is that if resources are to be found
in:.-

*
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at a/! fa,develop••'coihnii^^c^:i__lgu^TOrt
•services,for outsiders; that v#?bfeto involv?"
relaxa ion of-current restrictions onVtiie use of
central .funds. A removal/in; particular, of the
ZIlMifeltatl0n^plaCed' H%$; finance andother NHS monies, as outlined in,.DHSS con
sultative.: document Bare in the Community,
S&qc"*. a somewhat bolder deployment of
UribS funds m-support of local, community care
projects for single homeless people, drug addicts
and ajcoholics as well as former NHS patients ~

And what of responsibility for preventive
services? Itwould, after all, be paradoxical ifefforts,
were stepped oip to enable people to.move out of
traditional institutions and social isolation ifothers
for want :offamely support in their-homes, wXmoving w. Of course, the lion's snare of respaSv
bility for preventive- services must continue tofall
on local authorities, but the need for diversification
is-so urgent and wide-ranging that itwould be apityif punst doctrine about local arid central govern
ment responsibilities were allowed; te rule out a>i*
modest leavemngofcentral furids\ Moreover, itisito '
the financial advantage of central government -<deparxmen^d the NHS -not locaia^Se^;;
to reduce: the^ long-term pressure jon hospitals -
prisons and hostels, for homeless people. This" -
uiterest should be recognised in considering whether >/
acentral^nding-Oontributiqn may\somftimes be Ir
aspects^developing community care ,,-., ,~ -.gA„ejS0S &3f.;rj hb C19--V a?. •r:-v^i'c,f' vr r««-" , •
Overcoming the GentraJ^Lbcal Divide'" fd'" •
*rom these conclusions about the appropriate robes*
ttlTt*-*"**^ce^ralgoverrmie^w^erive^v •the following specific proposals

rv—•(- ,•->[•••••''; ••'-•.'f-^•.!"• "H.I" "". .*•'"'•-*%• 1 3'

(l)DHSSshouldcjarifyirisp^ub^^^^ is
the rationale of Its policy^ onfundirig-fortecal ?
community,care projects^ t>rx ' H': S ' y 'y

(2) Joint financejshould be amended and extended» ':'
aW the WoutHned inthe DHSS.guS,,
Care jnMiAe Community, _to .allow, more and
cSS?la?mg SUP-P°rt W6m central,budgets to -community services; TKfere,- should , be no •
maximum-period stipulated as a uriversalruk "for joint finance of revenue Cbsts of scSS

W1he sums earmarked within NHS allocations for^
joint finance should "be increased... Other^ise '̂•-
many health authorities would probabwTS :"
make use of any relaxation ofthe ru&s, prSerrinJ--instead,to'spend money exclusively^n^HS ' -
services. Earmarking is the incentive to J£ \ >
some pnonty to'community care. • '" , .'.",,'
l^^^J0^*??$& mechanism could '-' -ralso be .used to make extra funds available V
earmarked m^iore detail for specific- purpo^? -',
e.g. provision for drug addicts or alcohohcT ^ '

(5 Health authorities should be enabled to.make^ --
lump sum or annual payments tdlbcalauthoritiS i
and voluntary organisations, another of• the- Jopnons outlined m Care in the' Community a
Parncularadvantages are that^NHS patients -r- •,
individually financed in this ^vay, could be

£ ,"i'
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catered for by a local,authority even though they
have .no connexions: With any particular local
authority area; andyfy&direct arrangements can
be made also between, health authorities and
voluntorrorgarii^ations^to'transfer a patient to
community provision... ,f .,,,.-,.- -.-'

(6) The divisionof responsibilities for.the homeless
and root ess should.be removed, as. soori as
practicable; in the. long run responsibility for
receiving resettling and housing the homeless
properly belongs with local authorities. Mean
while the staff of DHSS,, resettlement units
should make what efforts theyoan toensure that
people m the units, are put in.contact with-the
community services .they may,need, and that
™ffho may bf eligible for housing under^the
PW* brought to the attention of local
housing depaittf&its,,.''.'',.. ,,^:,. .-,.,,,.- , ••':

(7), T}1fi*e is aTs6 a'Case; Wp^:cohsideringw-.without
holding up actioriJ on o|her fronts,- for a'new'
National Mental. Haridicap Service,,.This would
be asked to assume the responsibilities of•Re
gional health authorities in the field of mental
handicap and to %ke a more,vigorous leadthan
nnght otherwise be expected in applying NHS
resources to developing asocialmqde] ofcawPfor
those currently-in hospital. *-, •,,.w;.,Jr ha_ an

(8) There shdultf W> 'cerifrallfund 'specifically
designed' to promote innovation, and diversityjiri
the field ofcommunity care; tocomplementother
sources offunding:This fund would be.applicable1
to preventive projects as well as those enabling
transfers from institutions,;to .the> GettimunityP"
available to helpcapitaTbrreve^^eoosteofloc^P "
projectsrbe admfnistered byahandependenttedyf
with-charitable 'status, able to -atteact private^as I<
wi ™_?_£hc fundin^ and receive grants from
both DHSS and other government budgets; j-W£

m^"1 to ^^su^sfion in more detail latop&s'
(9) This community care fund would begonemechan

ism through which to make central- funds avail
able toprojects fbrsingle hopelesspeople as well-;
as other outsiders; but there would-be a comple-
mentaryc.reqmrerrientto make' additional funds-
directly available" to IpcaX-authority, housings
departments specifically for;the .purpose ofreceive
uig, resettling"andhousing M komeless., peopled v

It is clear that most of these inroposals involve
making more resources fromcentral budgets avail
able for communitycare. Ofcourse that will not be
easy, but it is not impossible, the sumsinvolved are =
not so daunting when compared with the massive
flows offunds into theacute services ofthe NHS to
take but one example. Ifitis'decided to accord higher-
priority to-developing community care, these are the-
land of steps•>which;niust be taken to,.tackie the
obstacles posedhy the central/local divide. \ r.otz

Co-ordination - a Mixed Blessing? r ^ Vr
It was shown in Chapterv14 that a further'series'of
difficulties an develbpirig care aridsocial support in .
the community was caused by vertical barriers* <'
separating different departmentsand agencies fromn >

each other.Vlt was noted.that-housing rieeos area
matter ot social and emotional, aj* well as physical
requirements; and that, too'.often thismterabtidn is "
ignored Rigid distinctions between 'housing' 'social
services , 'education'. or-'work' must be melted; if'!
special needs are to-be met in a community setting
1hetransition from aninstitution orsocial isolation'
where needs are all met within one building or notat
all to acommunity setting where they are divided up
between different bureaucratic departments and
agencies, certainly calls for hard work to improve
effective co-ordination, if needs are to be met in the
round.

We also noted, however, thatcoordination is not
an end in itself and no substitute for action -
Generalised exhortations in favour ofco-ordination
tend to be ineffective. Interpreted bureaucratically
co-ordination without specific action in prospect
and money to spend can mean policymaking
machinery which is remote from practice on the
ground and which runs out ofsteam. Jointfinance
for example, did more than years ofexhortation to
promote purposeful collaboration between health
and local authorities. •-- -r

A further pitfall is to construe co-ordination as
pnmanly a matter between government depart
ments. This perpetuates the mirage of statutory
bodies working out the answers to social problems
rather than supporting the much wider process of
social caring ofwhich families bearthemain brunt
to which voluntary action makes a major contri
bution, and of which the autonomy of users
themselves is a key objective.

Purposeful Collaboration
One encouraging practice which could be extended
more widely is thatof cross-departmental postings
within local government. These bring new skills
within the bosom of the host department and give
the worker independence and scope to develop a
consultancy role based on familiarity with user
wishes and inter-departmental contacts. Thus the
London Borough of Lambeth have greatly im
proved thedesign and allocation oftheirhouses for
disabled people by employing in the housing
department an occupational therapist from the
social services department. Lewisham and Ham
mersmith have similarly improved their services to
old people through Housing Advisers for theElderly
with social services experience who are concerned
with old people's social as well as physical housing
needs.

It is at the relatively mundane, day-to-day level
that purposeful co-operation between workers in
different agencies inconsultation with users can be
most effective. For example, the DHSS/DOE/
Welsh Office Joint Circular (DOE 59/78) improved" ';
the definition of the' borderline between aids for
disabled people to be provided by social services '
departments and the major adaptations which
became the responsibility of housing departments
But the procedure by which (say) an occupational '"'
therapist gets the housing department to adapt the '"'
house ofa client may sometimes be too dependent

i
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on high-level approvals to bespeedy. Frequent and
informal inter-agency meetings to discuss individ
ual cases and schemes seem to be more promising.
An encouraging example is the operational pro
cedure worked out between the environmental
health department of Basingstoke and Deane
Borough-Council and the social services depart
ment of Hampshire County Council which enables
environmental health officers and occupational
therapists to work together with disabled owner-
occupiers to provide a package ofaids,adaptations
and repairs.86

Two specific areas of work where this review has
found a need for better inter-agency operational
arrangements warrant special mention. One is the
application of the 1977 Homeless Persons Act in
housing vulnerable single people. It is a complex
task to assess vulnerability, requiring the help in
many cases of health, social and probation services.
Yet that help is sometimes either not called on, or
not forthcoming. The other concerns local authority
nominations to individual units ofhousing associ
ation accommodation for old or disabled people.
Housing or sometimes valuation departments usu
ally have the right to nominate to 50 per cent of
units, but often these nominations are taken up
slowly ifat all. As aresult houses stand empty or are
hastily allocated to people known to the housing
association. Housing associations, housing depart
ments and social services departments in many
areas would benefit from better machinery for
working together, so that people whose pressing

• n?fd " known to social services could more often be
offered housing.association accommodation.

Some encouraging initiatives of another land
involve the establishment of cross-departmental
and inter-agency task forces focused on specific
problems. For example, Lambeth council has set up
a unit to tackle the needs ofyoung, singlehomeless
people bridging social services and housing depart
ments and reporting directly to both committees
On a more ambitiousscale, Oxfordshire Joint Care
Planning Team developed an interdisciplinary
project to test outalternatives to residential care for
elderly people living in the county. The project team
comprises two social workers, a district nurse a
community psychiatric nurse and flexibly deployed
domiciliary care assistants. But the team works by
first identifying existing carers, including informal
networks, and considering how their support might
be modified.8' It is worth noting that this project
had the motivation not only ofspecific and urgent
objectives but of joint finance.

This is not to deny also the importance of
standing inter-agency machinery, working at the
strategic level - where there is continuing money
and action in prospect to galvanise it. We shall see
that this is the case, for example, with bodies
bringing together statutory and voluntary agencies
to coordinate theapproach to local housing problems
for particular groups: an important incentive has
been such crocks ofgold as Housing Corporation
funding Home Office grant for ex-offenders and
Urban Aid. If the aim is effectively co-ordinated

;a
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action, it is incentives'rather ;than e^brfations
which need to he multiplied; aridmcentives'emC
bracing non-statutory as well as's'i&tiifory ijciitiat
ives. Indeed, voluntety Organisation's have^par
ticular responsibility to promote active inter-agency ,
collaboration themselves, because they are client-,
based and are not preventeds by departmental-
boundaries from seeing individual needs in the
round. We return later to this issue ofcollaboration
between voluntary and statutory sectors.

It might be argued that all these good practices'
and wider strategies are not enough; that central
government should require different agencies to set
up co-ordinating machinery topull together policies
towards a particular group or groups. We note the
recent recommendation along these lines by the
NACRO study group on Young Homeless Offend
ers, whichdeserves carefulconsideration. Thereare.
some difficulties. Central directives do not neces-r
sarily lead to'effective action on the ground-,
witness, as one example, the much-neglected partof
the 3.977 Housing (Homeless Persons) Act which
says that social services departments should where
necessary co-operate with housing departments in
dealing with cases ofhomelessness. Moreover, one
cannotcompel people tobe motivated tocollaborate-
formal machinery may be set up, but whetherlt is '.
put to vigorous use or runs out ofsteam is another,
matter. There may be problems aboutselecting one,
kind of.need forthis treatment rather1'than another

All in all, it seems that the best approach in the
long run lies through incentives rather than com
pulsion; incentives, for example, in the form of
conditionSfateofeed^to-eKgibility forspecific'funds
Thus, itcbuld"beVcondition*ofdisbursements from
the proposed community care fund that support for
a project proposal wa's demonstrated from other
relevant agencies. Funding opportunities - some
thing worth collaborating Over - can, give the
motivation to co-bperate m a purposeful way and
yet allow room for local'variations, in the means
that are chosen. And a leavening offunding from
inter-agency, categorical programmes, may be par
ticularly valuable in providing incentives to inter
agency action. -':'-~ •'••-
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Beyond Standard Solutions ,\'?""'"..'''t'T-.
The problems1justdiscussed were abbuthow to meet
individual needs in the found, rather-than in
fragments. But an analysis of existing care and
support services in the community showed thatan .
equal problem is how to address individual"needs
rather than stereotypes; how to match the tremen-.'
dous diversity of individual: requirements1 rather
than settle for a limited range ofstandard'services, •'•

Thus, the home help service and m^als on wheels •
are in most places offered as a standard package
Ihis can nowhere near meet the variety bfneeds of
caring families, orofclients whose requirements for.
assistance do not fall neatly in the days and hours
that home helps are available. We identified-a
desperate' shortage of flexible schemes for helping
individuals and their carers in their own homes;-
schemes capable of adapting to the particular

Pi .
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fcSgSSSiJR .*J^iflW^ working to sustaininformal care, wher^ possible, of providing com-
pany, advice,:praciical assistance, tending ornurs
ing,over shorter, or longer periods. „• _*s0:

« w the general sparsity pf such schemeswhich
not only imposes heavy burdens-on unsupported
carers but erodes the capacity of the community at
largeti) enable people to live as autonomously as
possible. Many people, it was argued, are forced to
dependexclusively on relatives, or to resort to acute
services, institutions and other special -provision
for want of diversity and flexibility in the support
available to people at home.

Equally, it,.was shown that a goodadeal of
community residential services aimed at particular
client groups wer^ also indanger ofbeingapplied as
standard packages. For example, sheltered housing
has been a. widespread response to the housing
needs ofold people, butitisfar from clearthatmany
of its occupants need or want all that the sheltered
housing package involves. Very sheltered housing
for thefrail elderly could become another blueprint
solution. Local authorities have developed large
numbers of hostels and Adult.Training Centres
(ATCs) for the mentally handicapped.over the last
decadb, but' tinshas been byno means an unquali
fied success, becaiuse they.;have£been; based ion a
smallnumber of"blueprints and cannot match the
complexity ofwhat isrequiredbysomany different
people. Forexiuhple, XTCs hayegeneraUy failed to

.... . ,-.- - t •••.':' ••avb.'i^ >c_J rT^ii'OTi'J vai- ciuj
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find ways of moving many trainees into open
employment and other settings beyond ATCs.«-
And the standard local authority hostel for the.
mentally handicapped is a sad contrast to S3
individually tailored services, delivered to people in
ordinary housing, which are now beginning to'be-'.
developed in a few areas.

We also underlined the importance of diversify
ing away from any particular model of staffed
hostel for the single homeless into a range of
services to cater for people's requirements for very
different kinds ofsupport and careand ofshared or
self-contained housing. Afurther requirement is to
reduce the current dependence on residential
services classified by client group.

Indeed, communitycare should be about respond- t
mg to individual needs, incontrast to the inherently
standardised model of care in -traditional insti
tutions.But thereis a longwayto gotoachieve-this.
What is the best route forward to a much more
diverse pattern ofcommunity services? Theanswer
certainly does notlie in seizing onanarrow range of
blueprints and mass-producing them, but in a
constant process of innovation, experiment and
diversification. This in turninvolves investing in a V
plurality of agencies and individuals to develop
services offering variety and choice.89 This is the
approach on which the next chapter expands in
more detail.

r»'i hJamaXsi i*

19. Mow ta Develop^e^ipnity Care
The Rbfeof ^U^tary Action

Many of the': small-scale and^diverse services
developed fof special needs ^£up§\by voluntary
organisations are 'among society's,; mostysiuable
assets---in the effort1 to^diyersify aiiti•> improve
community-'care. In'ih^^^a^|q^giany others,
voluntary organisation^have responded.'(t&oughin
a patchy Way/ to'emerging* needs with,.which
legislation and statutory bodies have yet to come to
terms. Flexible support schemes;to,people-in,itheir
homes; community service's'far. alcoholics; projects
to help t&Jg'^Vi^^^teSpp^^^^^es that
combine housing and support, with epipfoyment
opportunities; are just a few. examples. A strategy
for developing Community care needs to invest in a
multiplication of such initiatives -not as.random
and isolated projects but as an integral part of a
concerted, collaborative effort,'.between statutory
and voluntary: sectors. .. ',! t. Vi '-'".. t -

This -report" 'suggests; four priority areas- for
expanded investment ih voluntary action^:•••>.

(1) Flexible support schemes forpeople athome
and for-caring families
These must corhe high on any list Home is where
most people need help and where most want to be, It
is in schemes of this kind that the best hope lies of
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avoiding unnecessary recourse to institutions and
special environments, while at the same time
recognising and alleviating the tremendous burden
borne by caring families; though such services need
to be combined with a fairer system of financial
allowances, particularly for married women who
are caring for others or who are themselves disabled.
The currentcampaign beingwaged on this issueby
the Equal Opportunities Commission deserves
widespread support.

Examples of flexible support organised by the
voluntary sector include Crossroads and the
Leonard Cheshire Family Support Services which
address the needs of carers of physically handi
cappedpeople. Thereare other localschemes run by
voluntary organisations to give periodic relief to'
parents of mentally handicapped children. These
schemes all operate through support of informal ,
care. On the other hand, the 'One to One' schemes of
Community Service Volunteers involve direct work
with individuals. Community Service Volunteers
do anything from living in a hostel for homeless
young people to working in teams of four doing
whatever a severely disabled person asks of them.
No social services department could easily give this
time or flexible service except by investing in such
schemes.

Another area where voluntary organisations



have advantages which must be used to the full is
the continuing social support needed by people who
are trying to settle down in independent housing
after a period in institutions. Thus young people
lea%dng childrens' homes often reject the authority
represented by a social worker and yet are ill-
prepared to cook, shop and organise for themselves;
organisations such as Dr Barnardo's 'Sixteen Plus'
project have been able to help. Similarly, the Lance
project in Manchester found that NACRO's
Onward Workshop was much more successful at
preparing men for taking up regular employment
than social services-run day centres which were felt
to be stigmatising. Again, it is becomingclear from
experience that, when single homeless peoplemove
onfrom hostels tomore independenthousing, many
require continuing contactwith a source ofsupport
and advice which at the sametimeencourages self-
confidence and independence rather than a client
role. This is not a task that comes easily to local
authority departments and may fall more naturally
tovoluntary organisations, like therecently formed
North Lambeth Day Centre Housing SupportTeam
(funded bythe GLC), ortheCyrenians, who puta lot
ofeffort into helping previously rootless people to
develop a stable network of social contacts.

The schemes mentioned so far are aimed at
individuals with needs that only a minority of
people ever have, or at their families. Very import
ant also are mutual aid organisations through
which the same kinds of people come together in
groups. These groups are perhaps uniquely helpful
when it comes to the need for understanding and
friendship from people with common experience
and problems - a crucial form ofsupport in coping
with life, if less immediately relevant in avoiding
recourse to institutions than services delivered to
^S?o^S- Mutual aid organisations like the local
M„NCAPs are themselves heavily involved in
direct services too.

• Voluntary organisations which address them
selves less to such acute or minority needs, and
more to the sortofrequirements which are familiar
as part of a normal life-cycle, are also relevant to
developing community care. Good Neighbour
schemes seek to draw on the resources ofinformal
care in a particular neighbourhood in order to keep
an eye out for problems, provide company and
:;2cah6J ""£ transport, shopping, gardening
orodd jobs. Acentral aim is to promote neighbourii-
ness in the community. They are usually set up by
voluntary organisations such as Age Concern
groups, churches and tenants' associations A
recent study of over one thousand varied Good
Neighbour schemes found a pattern of mixed
success but great potential.90

As another example of voluntary action ad
dressed to life-cycle needs, Task Force in London
have challenged some of the usual ways ofdoing
things for old people. As well as matching volun
teers to people in need, some oftheir borough teams
have worked with local people to set up systems by
which pensioners and their neighbours exchange
services. Andactiongroups are formed in which old
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people can campaign on issues like heating costs or
welfare advice sendees. ~, f,-.'::-;-,; f. ~l•- c*

Efforts like these to assist with practical, social
and emotional needs in the community are less
obviously relevant to developing alternatives to
institutions than schemes which meet individual
minority needs. They are nevertheless of immense
long-term significance in encouraging informal,
neighbourly care and sustaining people's ability to
maintain a place in the community. - 'u

(2) Specially-tailored residential care and support
Schemes of supported housing are a second major
growth area for voluntary action. The numbers
involved are far smaller but the scope for diversifi
cation none the less significant

Some of the best designed, best managed shel
tered housing for old people and housing for the
disabled has flowed from the voluntary sector.
Voluntary organisations ran many of the hostels
and group homes for ex-offenders, alcoholics, men
tally handicapped people, mentally ill people and
the single homeless. It is very important that
voluntary organisations should continue to build
relationships with local authority housing depart
ments and seek access to their great stock of
housing for these purposes, linked to allocations of
permanent accommodation to which individuals
can move on. But there is also scope for the
continued expansion ofhousing association special
projects undertaken inassociation with a voluntary
organisation, and the Government's annual ear-'
marked allocations of Housing Corporation funds
to such projects is very much a step in the right*
direction. This is the right kind of incentive to rapid
diversification of alternatives to institutions or
social isolation, and of bridges back to the com-l
munity " -,.

However, the multiplication of housing -associ- -
ation special projects carries some implications
which are worth noting before we considerfurther
growth points for voluntary action. dt i: - «'-•

First, there is a continuing task tounravel thered
tape in which special projects have in the pastbeen
tied. This process is what the NFHA's Special0
Projects Steering Committee :is there to try >to
encourage, and it is through them and the NFHA's '
Special Projects Officer that the many detailed ;
difficulties besetting such projects are best pursued •
with the authorities. There have already been very :
many improvements as teething troubles-are grad' ;
ually sorted but. One general observation may-
suffice here. Double scrutiny of projects (by both
Housing Corporation,and Department of the En-">D
vironment) was recently abolished arid procedures 7
simplified; it is to be hoped this speeds up -the"
approval of projects and makes their fate mere '
predictable. There may, however, be scope for
further progress towards an 'armslength' relation- "-
ship between the Housing Corporation and the->
housing associations, in relation to special projects '
as well as other programmes. Like the industrial
companies which Government subsidises, housing
associations could be left to run their own business
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ti1l^KaII<!iPeri0diCally to account- Close checksthro jghoutthe course of a scheme cause delay and
tend to put a premium on standard models which

i involve less protracted 'bureaucratic negotiations
,,,,, second, theexpansion ofspecial projects involves
important^development and training tasks Train
ing tor staffin schemes ofhousiiig and support in
the community isbetterforsome client groups than
others. NACRO, for example, ran training Curses
for nearly 2,000 people in 1980/81, including some
working with alcohobcs and mentally ill people as
well as ex-offenders. Such training opportunities
are not reaching staff in some projects for some
kinds of need, particularly perhaps those which do
rZ ™Arr\mai?r??£0fal Voluntary organisationlike MIND, or NACRO to take the lead/People
working with single, homeless groups may be
particularly likely to find themselves without any
obvious source of continuing advice and training
, The same points apply broadly to development

work to assist local projects. Housing development
officers in national voluntary organisations find
that local projects often need help and advice on
such matters as: • •••.-•••-. o.t

• ensuring thatneeds are accurately and"system
atically identified before a project „ launched-

• considering whether improved access to ordinary
accommodation, or support servicesI£_n_ed to

^existing housing, might be a-better rerspBrise than
, a special project; . ->"' !ub n.o e»/ojg

• developing the necessaty' Uaisbri witrf'' other
.agencies; v -,< . a .x.^b a n&lstzdbnsj si

• ^making complicated fondingahd'plartiiSfg'sys
tems wnrk;.- .• gnrai. >JH \o amifBOOuti i<

• how to keep, a record -of "a" prbjeofs activities
appoint staff,, r.h'andle-; public'"protest/ of: raise
funds.- ;E;t' c _*7C£m.siL-i x aotisotp

Otherwise, there is a Strong probabiKty'that un
necessary mistakes will be repeated again and
again, Even. NACRO's^relative'ty'well developed
complementrof four-national housirig officers, and
the.inter-agency coordinatingcommittees covering
about half the probation areas, are' by rib means
able-todehver developmental and advice services
whichmatch, upto thepotential rieed overthewhole
country.-. . ,...-' . . h.ii iflriw a; esav^Tl -:;"

Thisis a matter of concern'in relation to allsorts
of client, groups, but rperhabS'particularly single
homeless peoplefor whom honafional organisation
is systematically involved in developing1 services.
How will, projects for the -single' homeless tap
accumulated wisdom, and avoid falling again and
again info the same traps? And who will'come
together to form alliances Or new organisatibns to
develop more nonrspecialist provision (as suggested
in Chapter 15)? There are inmany places relatively
strong local, organisations ready to •-take up the
cudgels for,- say, the mentally ill or mentally
handicapped, but, few indeed for less :welI-known
groups-of single homeless. Councils for Voluntary
Service, Rural Community Councils, alliances of
local groups involved in housing, are ariiorig those
who will have to develop answers to these needs.

We conclude, therefore, that if the necessary

diversification of special projects is to proceed an
expansion of developmental and training activity
wi 1have to be a complementary growth pomYfor
voluntary organisations. That will require fresh
initiatives from existing and new voluSar^ organ
isations and alliances - and financial support from
central and local government.

(3) The combination of employment and work
with care and support
Another key area for voluntary action is the placing
of work and employment opportunities alongside
care and support. This applies as much to the
minority of people who require special housing asto
the majority of people who live at home The
statutory organisations responsible for care and
support services are bound to be reluctant to get
involved in employment matters, which areoutside
their remit However, this segregation may be very
damagingfro'm the point ofview ofpeople who need
to feel that they have a worthwhile contribution to
makeand arenotsimplydependent onsupportfrom
others.

Voluntary organisations are ina better position
to look for ways of providing work and housing
opportunities simultaneously, sothat eachsupports
the other. NACRO's 134 Project in Clapham is
centred onshort-term accommodation as a basefor
ex-offenders. They are given assistance designed to
help find work as well as accommodation for'
themselves. The maximum period they can stay'
tiiere is three months, and of 110 men who used it
during a sixteen-month period 56 left with jobs and
69 with a place to live.91 ThePeterBedford Trustin
London directly provides both independent housing
and, through the contract cleaning company John
Bellers Ltd, real jobs for people who havespent long
periods in institutions. They are therefore given -
employment and accommodation, together with
support of a style which requires them to take
decisions for themselves.

There are many other ways in which voluntary
organisations can help open up opportunities for -
employment and satisfying work - by developing *
more specialist agencies to place disabled people in':
open employment, like MENCAP's Pathway -
schemes; creating bridges to employment such as
vocational training, or work experience pro-''
grammes using MSC Special Programmes fundingv.;
and developing more 'intentional communities'
such as those pioneered by organisations like'
LArche.92 These possibilities are crucial to the
potential contribution of voluntary action to ensur- •-
ing that community care is not simply about ""
delivering services to dependent people but about "'
enabling people to fulfil themselves and contribute i
to others.

From a different angle, voluntary organisations
concerned primarily to develop employment
schemes have also found that they can marry this :
task with meeting the housing needs of young "*3
single people. They have combined 'mini-HAG' -d
money from the Housing Corporation, i.e. funds to" *'
undertake rudimentary improvements on short-life198



-property, with MSC Special Programmes funds to
provide work for people on renovating dilapidated
short-life houses, which people onthe MSC schemes
can then live in. Examples are Shape Housing in
Birmingham and the Brixton Family Housine
Association.

It is on short-life property that lower standards
permit the use ofMSC-funded trainees. Mini-HAG
is an obvious source of money for the tools
equipment and so on, and the demand for and
availability of short-life property would probably
justify the Department of the Environment in
Tf^nn?,?ie mini-HAG budget to its 1979/80 level
of £2 million. But there are alternative sources of
funds, including local authority housing budgets
and private trusts, which are worth trying in the
meantime tocomplement the MSC's Community
IKS* S™*™™?* (CEP). We commend thework of the Housing Emergency Office in Londonin
exploring and[promoting the possibilities-in tins
field: possibilities which deserve to be pursued with
vigour as part of expanded volunta?y acSTto
££? re*m*mentf. for support, housing, employ!ment and other individual needs as a whole

(4) The initiation and development of inter
agency approaches

Here is another key role for voluntary action in
SSTft T^ ******organisations are we„
-_!____? Klbey°nd the rVertical barriers bet^ndifferent local agencies. It is vital for their nJn
or let tat*J* d° n0t get isolated from each oSS
artificial hm^0^!^ StatUtorv «rvk_f_S£2, *_ • te to their work- More positivelvbecause their area of concern is not divided unh'
administrative boundaries, they can use _uSposition to pull together action o_"negkctS groups
and to open up statutory bodies to newidVaf P

S&_??^?3fc&Es
s_S__?^'sss__sr_:have d2?__• m.ore/°^tently than they could
nave done as individual projects- and i* u.
°>>f« »ith the authoritiS to 'aite fori a

-^_s*___r^^_s^^
S5'_ie!r ro--ltation "-S*. pJ*S2service and other relevant aeencip* TK^ ~T
ordmatmg committees cover Mrty of th?fiX S
?!*;*°n ara^- ^eyincluderepresentaaveToSe
5*r.s_-_£•_?___?™K$
service resources and advice from NACRCVe

3tts__^_r_£_S

\Kil(j
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objective, increasingly important both for ex-
offenders and othergroups as more needs aremetin
the community. The Home Office and NACRO set
up the groups because in the early 1970s they were
concerned about one-offprojects becoming isolated
or fading in their objectives. They have the
advantage of a statutory agency ^ the probation
service - with a relatively clear-cut interest in the
client group and an efficient system of central
topping-up funding by the Home Office to com
plement housing finance. It ispartly because with
such incentives, the statutory and voluntary'agen
cies involved with ex-offenders co-ordinate and plan
strategically that services to clients are more
systematic than for other groups.

In some areas of the country Councils for
Voluntary Service (CVS) have catalysed com
mittees or people concerned with housing in their
districts. Croydon, Harlow,' Reading, and York are
examples of places where CVS have organised the
joint planning of housing for 'special needs'. This
suggests an important potential contribution from
intermediary bodies like CVS and Rural Com
munity Councils, as well as from client-based
voluntary organisations, in pulling action together
in developing community care. For example, they
can develop alliances of existing projects and

SL-T ?ho*?eless People or others not covered by
specialist voluntary organisations in the area
Similarly, they could laythe groundworkfor further
development of non-specialist, supportedl£Sn?
modation. Both these requirements are unmet m
most areas fhere is also plenty of scope for moS '•
general orokerage and coordination between a^en
cies meach area: are efforts ofhousing departmfnts
c»«l0USlugSFft&fr* complementary, oVS
orgaSonff? °°¥] vol^ryandstatutoryorganisations know what can be done through
housing associations to provide diverse aW?
rives to institutional care? Have they?d_c_2ed*
see what the latter could do? Could local volunterv .
organisations concert their efforts _25_fi££d
for discussion with the local authority proposal for
flexible care and support to people in ffieThouses'
neTtoW f?"ch ,the sort of questions whTchneed to be tackled if community care is to be
liaTv mt ff ^rfW: voluntary bodies'locally may feel themselves well placed to take a

dntfnh^*** 5Ur l£ey ^asinwhichexpan-SS. 5 voluntary action appears to.be of centralimportance mthe effort to d1yer«fy,:c«Sm^;
(1 houSng; ^ 3nd SUPP°rt for P60^^ ^ary
(2) development of accommodation where support
Z£2£££* ^ ^ h--g associK

(3) linking housing and support services to better
opportunities for employment and™ork
itiatves. a ^ devel0Pin^ ^tor-agency in-
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Efforts across this broad frontcould benefit from a
generahst development agency within the volun-
tary sector. Good practice is at present fragmented
and scattered around the country in different areas
and agencies. Funding opportunities and sources of
practical advice and information are also diverse. A
general development agency would operate across
the usual departmental, agency or client bound
aries. It could be a valuable resource for local
authorities or other statutory bodies (as well as
voluntary organisations) wanting information
about the good practice, resources and contacts in
the voluntary sector on which they could draw, in
meeting the challenge of community care.

The Strategic Role of Statutory Authorities
In many of the examples of voluntary projects cited
in the last few pages, voluntary organisations have
relied in large measure if not entirely on statutory
funds, And if voluntary action expands in the field
of community care, as we believe it should, it will
have to be done through increased investment by
statutory authorities in voluntary effort

•It is, indeed, important not to confuse two
separate issues. One is whether statutory authori
ties should invest in an expansion Of voluntary
action as part of their strategy to carry, out the
wishes of national and local electorates; we argue
that they should. A quite different jde4 is that
voluntary action should be a subsikiite tfor the
commitment of statutory resources- arid sti^ategic
planning; this would" be'the'apposite"[of what is
required. Unfortunately, iri" some"fieldstVoluntary
organisations have been ;rised~as 'irlpatdhy and
cheap; substitute for elected Authorities .taking on
effective responsibilities.' This ;;has's traditionally
been -the case, for exariiple,; with "services for
alcoholics or homeless people^1The,"dsthgers of
serving as substitutes for'a more systerilatic ap
proach involving statutory bodies, or of effectively
isolating? people from the statutory services, are
dangers ofwhich most (though not all) voluntary
organisations are as conscious as anyone else. It is
also fundamental that elected authorities should
determine minimum standards, and ensure that
they: are'applied by all those involved in service
delivery..!! Vt'-riJ. - -••'-.' '''*:-'""J'''~ .".,'•

Moreover, many mutual aid organisations and
neighbourhood care groups can often benefit out of
all proportion from relatively small injections of
funds-or advice and encouragement from social or
community workers, provided that, their indepen
dence is carefully respected. There are'also many
circumstances in which social services departments
can diversify -"community care by directencourage
ment, support and use of informal caring networks:
witness: the Kent Community Care Scheme, based
on devolving responsibility and resources to social
workers who identify informal carers and organise
volunteer effort to back them up. Consider, also, the
potential importance of paid fostering schemes as
an alternative to residential care. It is for statutory
authorities with strategic responsibility to make the
most of the potential contribution of voluntary

organisationswhere theyexistorcanbeevoked, but
also in some cases toforge direct relationships with
informal carers to help improve the range and
quality of social caring.

It is heartening that, particularly through vari
ations on the theme of 'patch' work, a number of
social services departments are developing ap
proaches explicitly based on the objective of iden
tifying and strengthening local resources for volun
tary action and informal care rather than
concentrating too heavily on casework with indi
vidual clients.93

What seems important, therefore, is that strategic
responsibilities should rest squarely on national
and local statutory bodies; theyshould decide onthe
fair allocation of resources between different areas
and services and the overall policy for applying
resources most accurately. It is within such a
framework that, it is to be hoped, they will invest in
a diversification of community care, supporting
informal care and encouraging an expanded con
tribution from voluntary organisations, particu
larly in the four key areas which we have identified.

With the exception of ex-offenders, it is clear that
this strategic responsibility for local housing and
social support services must rest with the local
authorities. In the case of local housing depart
ments, it has already been argued that strategies
should include renewed investment in housing
associations to help meet the need for different
kinds of accommodation for single people. It was
also suggested that housing departments could
usefully support voluntary action in giving advice
to elderly owner-occupiers or providing reception
and resettlement services for homeless people. But
when it comes to the bulk of social caring and
support services, the key strategic responsibility
should rest with social services departments.

Social services departments can only develop
strategies to invest in a more diverse pattern of
community care, if they either receive more re
sources or make them available by cutting back
expenditure on existing commitments. We have
already made proposals for amending and extend
ing joint finance and other ways of making more
resources from the NHS budget available for local
authority and voluntary services; and we return in a
moment to the question of incentives and support
available from other central government pror
grammes. But, though significant, these funds frorn
outside will be relatively small-scale compared to
mainstream social services department budgets. As.
for finding funds from within, the debate goes on
about the extent to which it is realistic to expect
social services departments to generate savings
from greater efficiency or from closing more resi
dential accommodation, with which to finance an
expansion or diversification of priority services.94
What does seem clear is that such savings are
increasingly hard-won and fragmentary, that exist
ing services are already inadequate and that the
demands on social services departments are grow
ing: the level of resources available to them will
need to reflect a recognition of these facts if room is
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A waiting room in Camberwell Resettlement Unit, now
destined for closure. Credit; Mike Abrahams, Network

to be found for investment in developing com
munity care. It is also very important in assessing
priorities to bear in mind that resources for com
munity care are not only potentially the most
accurate way of meeting many individual needs,
but also prevent demands on more acute services'
These points apply also to the work ofthe probation
service and other agencies involved in providing
aftercare services for ex-offenders and alternatives
to prison.

Incentives for Community Care
Yet it would not be anadequate response by central
government to the urgent challenge ofcommunity
care merely to keep mainstream local authority and
probation programmes in funds. Specific incentives
are required to encourage a diversification of care
and support services. These incentives can beboth
positive and negative.

There isanimportant role for negative incentives
in the form of firmly planned closures of large'
isolating institutions. Because there is a dearth of
places in old people's homes, voluntary and statu
tory bodies have had to seek alternatives. The
London Borough ofSouthwark has forced Camber-
well Resettlement Unit to close, and this has
concentrated minds wonderfully and given volun
tary bodies and local authorities the chance to press
tora strategic approach to homelessness inLondon
involving collaboration between statutory and
voluntary bodies and even some topping-up money
arid capital expenditure by DHSS, to help develop
™ei!wSary/ange °f temP°rary and permanentsupported and unsupported housing. More local
f"^01?68 c°uld lns\st ^ large hostels and other
institutions close so that the need for new andbetter
services can no longer be evaded. Ithas been argued
that they should be kept open until alternatives are
in operation; this has been said for years and the
alternatives without incentive, have clearly not
developed adequately.

Similarly, as regards long-stay NHS patients it
may be found that a programme of closures is a
precondition for galvanising adequate efforts to
develop alternative provision. For example, without
leadership committed to abandoning a medical
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model of care for mentally handicapped people, it is
not at all clear that either health or local authorities
will find the motivation to find alternative ways of
caring for those now in mental handicaphospitals.95

In considering the kind of positive incentives
which would be most helpful, it is worth recalling
some general conclusions which have already been
suggested about the development of community
care:

• more and longer-term funding needs to be avail
able from central budgets, as opposed to unhypo-
thecated local authority budgets, if community
services for outsiders are to be properlydeveloped
at all;

• there is no apparent reason why a leavening of
similar funding should not be made available to
the preventive community care services which
are so badly needed;

• encouragement to voluntary action,' within a
strategic framework, may offer the best hope of
progressive diversification of community care
where it matters mosf

• there is a powerful case for approaches which
cater for needs in the round - housing, social
support, employment and soon; andfor develop
ing more non-specialist residential provision and
services for single homeless, people as well as
more specific client groups;

• inter-agency collaboration in planning is most
effectively motivated by funding opportunities.

There are some existing financial incentives which "
arerelevant to one orother ofthese five criteria; and
the case has already been made for maintaining or
in some cases expanding them. Important ex
amples are healthy allocations ofHousing Associ
ation Grant for general housing as well as special
Pf°w2c e,xpanded J°int fiance and other transfers
of NHS funds to build up community services-
topping-up money and other resources from the
Home Office, and from DHSS as well as social -
services departments. Attention has also been
drawn to the possible use ofMSC funding for some
aspects ofcommunity care. More use could probably
also be made in thiscontext ofUrban Aid. Both the
traditional Urban Programme and the Inner Cities
Programme areappropriate for local projects which
encourage voluntary action andself-help andmany
more proposals couid be submitted. Projects to
assist the smgle homeless might usefully be a "
priority area. .

Another possible source offunds is theEEC. The
European Commission's policy for disabled people
strongly emphasises their 'social integration', and
the coming review ofits pilot action programme on
housing and associated areas will give special
attention to housing schemes which 'provide ex
plicitly for greater day-to-day contact between
individuals irrespective of their disabilities'.96 The
pilot programme hascontributed to several proiects
in Britain, including the Crossroads Care* Atten
dantScheme, andisspecifically intended to support
new ways of doing things. Organisations who have





f20. Beyond Special Treatment
One of the basic purposes of community care is to
avoid treating people unnecessarily as special

"eases, identified by what divides them from others.
'This review has sought to disentangle the reai
issues from the special needs ideology which has
confused a good deal of discussion about the
housing and support needs of this or that special
group.

It was therefore emphasised that the vast ma
jority of people categorised inspecial needs groups
live in ordinary houses. Theirhousing needs do not
relate primarily to particular disability orweakness
but rather to common housing problems and
common requirements. It was argued that the key to
these needs lay in sound general housing policies
which were thus crucial to the objective of meeting
individual needs in the community as an alterna
tive to unnecessarily special treatment
:Another central theme has been that most of

those who need some sort of support or care are
people in ordinary housing; and that many others
who now find themselves in institutions, special
housing or homelessness, could be living in then-
own privatehomes if the right support services and
housing were available. Hence the emphasis on the
pnonty task of widening the range of care and
support services linked to ordinary housing; andof
expanding preventive services, rather than waiting
tor people to become acute cases for special treat
ment. Hence, too, at the level of public debate a
challenge to the habit of discussing what has been
achieved for special needs groups primarily in
terms of special provision.

Italso followed from taking individual needs as a
starting-point, rather than a stereotype of special
characteristics that reproduction ofafew blueprint
solutions would not do. The suggested strategy for
developing community care rested, on expanded
investment in a diversification of services and
service providers, both for the majority in ordinary
modation mmority needing supported accom-
/Hft feen af en?u^h to recognise the varietyof individual need when it comes to care and
support services. The individuals concerned have
3 SJContribute and do not benefit from being
identified by others as, first and foremost, depen
dent on other people's help. The profound require
ment of many for employment and satisfying work
commuamtyge t0 *"*^^°^ -SS» the

In all these senses the strategy for develomns-
community care should, it is argued, be based of
ndividual rather than special needs. Acorollary s

to rely less on general assumptions about the
requiremente ofthis orthatclient group andto find
aut what individuals want. "

• .
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User Influence
•Ve-have already discussed the evidence from
reneral council housing that 'good management' is

a concept which cannot be detached from 'user
influence'. This is equally true of provision to meet
particular needs.

Moves towards helping elderly owner-occupiers
to maintain their homes would have been less
piecemeal and tardy, had policy-makers paid more
attention to consumer views; for 'what is shown
more clearly than anything else by surveys is the
desire oftheelderly to be able to live in theway they
want in their own home'.97 The work of Alan Butler
and his team at Leeds University on sheltered
housing shows how consumer views can correct
policy assumptions: thus, for example,

'thework conducted at Leeds would seem tosuggest
that sheltered housing is chiefly valued by those
who currently occupy it because it offers good
quality accommodation. The alarm system rarely
figures in the consumers' assessmentofthescheme.
A balanced approach to the housing needs of the
elderly would place emphasis not simply upon
alarm systems but would include the wider issueof
improving the quality ofexistingstock occupied by
older people'98

Similarly, earlier progress might have been made
away from large institutions for single homeless
people, had more attention been paid to the repeated
views of users jn surveyS. These surveys have
indeed proved vital ammunition in the continuing
and not- unsuccessful. campaign to shift official
views as to what kind of provision should be
encouraged..- • ••*• ••

Close consultation with individual users is equally
important m.-developing community care. This is
one of the most encouraging aspects of the work
which occupational, therapists are increasingly
doing to advise on the housing needs of physically
disabled people. In the context of group homes or
shared accommodation, bitter experience shows
what happens unless, steps are taken to determine '
who is happy to share.

There is also no substitute for independent and
detailed discussion with users as a means of
checking whether particular forms of statutory or'"''
voluntary provision are achieving their objectives "''
or are suited to the needs of the individuals
concerned. This is not at all the same as"a Cursory "
^ygi satisfied?' from the project management or
staff. Perhaps this seems obvious, but the fact is
that it is relatively rare for either 'statutory or :"
voluntary bodies to create opportunities for users to
express their views independently on the services !
being offered. This should be an important growth ;
point if community care is really to applyresources: '''
accurately to individual need. "•• •'- ' T•"•'

Putting Individuals First
Atrite phrase, no doubt, but itsums up the purposes
underlying the general strategy we have proposed
tor developing community care, and the specific
proposals which follow for accelerating the trend

cm<
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Network™7 a Ufe " P°SSible- Credit Barry Lewis,

away from unnecessarily special treatment when it
. comes to particular items ofTrovision '

life ift bee.n argued that, to facihtate as normal a
hfe as possible, even specially tailored residential
services should wherever possible be located in

thesis of traditional, large hostels for the homeless

mentally handicapped people. The Housing Cbr-
SSfSirSH^7 favo_-rs,sma11 and homelike build-mgs in allocating funds for special projects, taking
thirty places as the normal maximum ftr__!
purpose; and it is to be hoped that this policv wuHf
anything be strengthened rather than relaxed Itis
for similar reasons important that wheelchair
fSSSii1 J^.TH*"*-1 " se^e^ted 'blocksfor the disabled', but features instead with mobility
housing as part and parcel of ordinary houshig
development. It is encouraging that, so far af
housing associations are concerned, the Housing
Corporation has adopted the policy of giving
priority, m allocating funds for ordinary 'fair rent'
housing, to those who include mobility or wheel
chair units within their, proposed developments

We also draw attention to evidence that stereo
typed assumptions appeared to play too great a role
£m_S_ f SP™6?-' fnd aUocation of shelteredhousing for the elderly. It seems that many old
people could be equally or even more happy ifthev
wish to move from their previous home, in con
venient and good quality ordinary housing - if it
were available. Proposals to develop more sheltered
housmg need to be assessed inthis perspective- not
toat more is not needed, but it should not be
assumed to be the right answer in any particular
case. Itis an advance that the Housing Corporation
allocation for housing for old people will not in
future as in 1981/82 be available exclusive™ for
sheltered housing. It is not clear why leasehold
schemes for the elderly should be restricted to
sheltered housing: they could usefully be applied
also toconvenient housing without special features

"rnrng to housing association special projects it
would be helpful ifDepartment of the Environment
HousingCorporation and voluntary organisations
were to discourage repeated references to 'hostels'

.<. <••....

S«p __ ____*••?which—*»»*

seemstandard modS is SetL______gR?J3_
^"?sa___ft_ss_53
wffi?17\ m Preference to a place in a standardhostel. Voluntary organisations will no doubt want
SinnfSVntlCa]ly pr°posals from fusing as^Sations who may want to take advantage of alS
cations for hostels': it is up to voluntar? organis-
23? /S&etuneastowhat*»moSrsuite7totobneeds of the potential residents. Perhaps alio!
cations ofcouncil or housing association fairrented :
property, together with support services miSShJ
more appropriate? Orasup^Sldy^eme"
Or a more self^ontained form of supportedTaccom"
modation than that proposed? Or perhapTtoe mam '
local need is for non-specialist, rather than special
ist projects? Voluntary organisations maTrmd'
themselves better able to sort these questions ouTin
inter-agency alliances, rather than by themselves
th^flaVe aIS!0 n0ted the ^Portance of ensuing -that a special project is linked to a sourS of
S^ST" h°iUSm!'leSt the P '̂ect becomerSted
Cnr^ HPe°Pl? Wh° need not be there. HousingCorporation plans to favour ordinary fair-renf
™SS- WhiGh,incIude units specifica ly earmarked lor people moving on from special projects
are to be welcomed. The Corporation mightconfer
becoming progressively more strict in insisting that
special project schemes for short- and medhmf-steV M'
supported accommodation should, to qualify for
funding, show evidence of available moveV and 'f
permanent housing. -

infwi;-n0i 0Tdy non;sPecialist supported hous- "ing, but mixed communities of those who do and do
not require support, should surely feature more f
prominently as community care develops. The '"
proposed Community Care Fund should help this
trend. The relevant statutory authorities are urged
to give this consideration in applying their funds. -.
Emphasising Autonomy
Afurther, detailed aspect of questioning the special ' 3&
needs approach relates to style and attitude in
delivering and designing services. It was noted
earlier that perceptions of people as dependent "ic
clients can be self-validating and impede the
Snti1 0i-«7 ?nfi,denCe and -If-reKe tSs ?<can be a pitfall of professionalism, and much work
is needed inassessing how to achieve styles which
emphasise autonomy rather than dependence
Where people do need help - with washing and
using the toilet, with budgeting, with sorting out
heir life - the way in which itis provided can add to S

their independence. The philosophy of the Con? "
mumty Service Volunteers 'One to One' schemesTs wen



that the helpers should do what the users require,
the oppositeof a servicedelivered by a professional
to a dependent client

The Crossroads schemes not only give carers
some of the independence to which they are entitled;
they also diminish the psychological dependence of
disabled people on a single person, and do not
replace it with another dominance relationship
since the help given by Crossroads attendants is
simply that requested by the carer or the disabled
person themselves. In the same way good supported
residences for single people try not to hmit their
residents' independence with regulations, and the
staff can encourage independence. For example the
report on the Lance project in Manchester states
that,

'The Lance houses are run on lines designed to give
residents the maximum of independence ... And
residents have their own keys and keep their own
hours'. People are encouraged to find work or other
occupation during the day and are expected to do
their own housework.'99

Where staff do not adopt this philosophy places are
more likely to become mini-institutions creating
dependence in their residents. This is not simply a
question of abstract ideals: NACRO's experience is
that most ex-offenders, given encouragement and
advice, are more successful at finding jobs and
housing than professionals trying to act on their
behalf.

Special Treatment in its Proper Place
Such are some specific proposals for modifying
current forms of special treatment in the com-
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munity and putting incuvidualsifirst. These pro
posals complement the wider strategy putforward
for meeting needs of people who are elderly,
physically or mentally disabled, homeless, addicts
or offenders, so that they take their places wherever
possible as autonomous members of society, exer
cising choice, enjoying rights and contributing to
others. The main challenge, in housing and in
social support, is not simply to widen the range of
responses to particular handicaps and disabilities
but to attack the obstacles - defects in the frame
work of rights, resources, responsibilities, and
perceptions - which stand in the way of treating
people as, first and foremost, individuals with
common human needs. Special treatment, whether
in institutions .or outside them, is too often a
reflection of inadequate housing and social support
services to citizens in ordinary homes. That is why
sound general housing policies and a diversifi
cation of care and .support to people in ordinary
housing should feature more prominently on the
agenda for developing good community care.

None of this is to imply that there is no place for
institutions or special housing. Of course, we need
well run hospitals, prisons, and supported accom
modation including speciahst hostels and group
homes - but not for those who could live more
normally. The recommendations that have been
made, which are now summarised and addressed to
the relevant agencies, are intended as a contri
bution towards the wide-ranging programme of
measures which will be required if adequate com
munity care policies are to be found and special
tre_tm'en't put in its proper place.
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. ^.GROVE ROAD HOUSING SCHEME - SUTTON IN ASHFTELD

•'" Origins and Aims

The inspiration for the scheme originated with physically handicapped people whose
primary aim was to create the conditions whereby they could get married and lead
lives integrated into the community, enjoying the same rights and responsibilities
as ordinary citizens.

I. Objectives

The severity of their handicaps would, in the absence of family help, place the
people concerned at risk of institutional care. Since the aim of the scheme is
generally counter-institutional in character, brief reference to some of the basic
features found in institutions for the physically handicapped is necessary as a
preface to the main objectives:

(i) Institutions disable physically impaired people by taking them out of the
community and aim to cater for their physical needs in batches, under the
same roof and under the same regime.

Thus the scheme had to be physically blended into the local community and
cater for handicapped tenant's needs in the privacy of their own homes and
in a way which supported their individuality.

(ii) Institutions are provided ostensibly because local domicilary services, by
themselves, are insufficiently comprehensive and flexible to meet the
physical needs of severely handicapped people in the community.

Thus the community based alternative scheme had to embody a system of
help sufficient to make up for the deficiencies in locally available services
in meeting tenants physical needs.

(iii) Institutions have paid staff who organise and provide help which is
theoretically available to inmates all the time whether or not it is wanted
by, or appropriate to their real needs.

Thus the help provided in the scheme should correspond to the help needed.
Handicapped tenants will best know their own physical needs, but since the
dependency situation involves a relationship between the helper and the
helped, the organisation of actual and anticipated care should be a co
operative effort. Payment for help given should not be controlled by any
outside body.

(iv) Institutions are dependency oriented. Staff see themselves in a primary
helping role and inmates as the dependent recipients of care.
Comprehensive aids to individual independence are rarely provided - or, if
provided, used - by either inmates or staff.

Thus the scheme should be oriented towards the independence of
handicapped tenant's. Helpers should see themselves primarily in a
supporting role. Aids and equipment should be provided, as available and
appropriate.

(v) Institutions occasionally allow inmates opportunities to present limited
views on aspects of organisation. But democratic participation in areas
where inmates can usefully contribute is often actively discouraged.

Thus maximum opportunity should be afforded to all tenants to bring their
personal resources into the scheme and actively participate and exercise
effective control over a living situation which has potential for a strong
sense of community.



3. Concept yysiini

The aim and objectives are planned to be realised through the provision of three
ground floor flats specially designed and equipped for physically handicapped
tenants, in conjunction with three first floor flats for able-bodied 'supporting
families' who will co-operate together in supplementing locally available
domiciliary services in meeting handicapped tenants needs.

4. Co-operative Principles

A substantial degree of co-operation between the initiators, the Housing
Association's architect, the local authority, potential tenants and others has
brought into being a building which embodies the above concept.

Continuing co-operation is seen to be necessary between the tenants representative
body and the Housing Association, while the scheme is in operation. The function
of each of the parties in matters such as tenant participation in management and
the provision of services, should be clearly defined. It is felt the Association
should accept the need to advise and support tenants through access to their
specialised managerial/technical skills.

Full inter-tenant co-operation is prerequisite to the smooth running and long term
stability of the scheme for the following reasons:

(i) To meet known and anticipated handicapped tenants needs within the
context of a scheme which secures no one in particular full-time source of
help - and where help will be required intermittantly over the course of the
day.j .......... ,

(ii) To make maximum use of the opportunity to reduce pressure on supporting
families, by spreading the load as efficiently as possible. This will increase
flexibility of opportunitity for supporting families to pursue their own
interests within the limitations of their undertaking to provide necessary
support.

Co-operation between tenants and the local/area health authority services
will be a continuing responsibility.

5. Tenant Responsibility

A high degree of co-operation at a number of levels - some particularly personal -
will characterise the concept in operation.

It is considered essential that potential tenants should display an understanding of
and commitment to the special undertakings and levels of co-operation in the
scheme.

The Tenancy Agreement should incorporate a statement which makes plain tenants
responsibilities for full inter-cooperation in maintaining a satisfactory level of
help.

6. Continuity of Help
— ' *- ., ,i or,

Given such a substantial degree of inter-tenant co-operation, disagreement
between tenants could lead to breaks in the continuity of support. A framework
within which disagreements can be approached has been suggested as a basis for
democratic discussion within the Tenants Group (7.). The procedure which emerges
will need to be agreed with the Housing Association.

The tiers of support listed overleaf indicate the extent of a fall-back in the event
of care failure.



Continuity of Help (continued)

(i) Participation by physically handicapped tenants in the development of good
design and the incorporation of the right aids and equipment in the scheme,
will lead them to maximise their own potential for independence. Their
own self-sufficiency will be the first line of support.

(ii) Home Helps and Community Nurses provided as part of the locally
available domiciliary services.

(iii) Three supporting families co-operating to give help act covered by (i) and
(ii) above.

(iv) Voluntary support co-ordinated through a 'local liaison committee' or a sub
committee of the Tenants Group. WRVS support has been agreed in
principle by the local District Organiser.

(v) Relatives and friends, some of whom live close to the scheme.

(vi) Selective hire of an agency nurse in conjunction with financial help
appropriate to the individual circumstances of handicapped tenants.

7. Tenants Group

Given the ability and desire of some tenants, to participate more actively than
others, it is nevertheless considered important that some degree of participation
should be accepted by all tenants in matters relating to management/organisation
of help in the scheme. Involvement in, and ^identification with the scheme will be
key features in the development of strong community spirit. A direct democratic
basis to the Group's operations should be possible given the small number and
proximity of the units - and this basis will help prevent control lying with a small
minority.

••....

The Association should accept the Tenants Group (or elected officers thereof) as
the representative body in its official dealings and consultations with the scheme.

Some of the more important aspects of the Group's activities which can be forseen
are:-

(i) To discuss the need for a Constitution which properly defines the Group's
functions.

(ii) To act as the medium through which the organisations of day to day
routines of help can take place.

(iii) To act as the medium of mutual education of common needs and
difficulties arising out of the dependency situation.

f i i _

(iv) Agree on a framework for the handling of possible intertenant (or external)
disputes including provision for independent arbitration.

(v) To set up an agreed system of payment for help given and received.

(vi) To consider the need for setting up a Sub-Committee, involving links with
local support sources.

-' (vii) To monitor the progress of the scheme.

CD/JH Reprinted by kind permission of K. Davis.
25 July 1977
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The Milton Keynes Community Cafe Service : Glyn Vernon

Introduction

The Milton Keynes Community Care Service is a project set up by the Spastics

Society in Neath Hill, a perfectly ordinary housing estate in the new city of

Milton Keynes in the South of England. 24 flats on Neath Hill have been specially

designed for use by the physically disabled and most of the people living in them

are severely disabled, some needing total care. The care needed by these peoDle,

such as myself, is provided by a team of part-time Care Assistants, prepared to

do anything from toiletting to cooking meals, who work from a central point, an

ordinary house on the estate, under the supervision of a Care organiser.

The flats are all connected to the central staff house by an Intercom system on

which any of the residents can call help at any time day or night. The idea is

to create an environment where handicapped people can live independent lives in

a normal community.

General- Points

Most of the residents in the Neath Hill Project come from more conventional •-—-

.Part Three accommodation and indeed, because of the way it' has to "be financed,

Neath Hill itself is technically Part Three. Each flat is registered separately.

This provides a secure financial base for the project. However, I must admit

to feeling a certain vulnerability, living under 'Part Three. The Care Organiser

is ultimately responsible for you, and_this means that he or she has..real._ power

to impose-herself or himself on the lives of the people living in the scheme.

The present c*re Organiser is very aware of this potential and carefully avoids

falling into the trap but the very thought that it could possibly happen in the

future is one of my few serious misgivings about the scheme.

The scheme does have other drawbacks, all of them stemming from the technicalities

of Part Three, or from the original planning of the flats. For example, although

the scheme takes married couples, because it is Part Three and everyone living in

it has therefore to be disabled enough to qualify for local authority Sponsorship,

both married people have to be fairly severely disabled. And because the flats

are single bed-roomed, it would be a practical impossibility for any of the

couples living there to have children^11

18.



However, within these technical limits, the scheme does provide a base from

which people have every chance to integrate into the growing community of

Milton Keynes. The City has been built during the last ten years, and every

effort has been made to accommodate the needs of the disabled. For the most

part this planning has been well done, with the result that whatever else one

might think of this dream city, it is paradise for those of us who get around on

wheels instead of legs. This means that disabled people flock to the place and

wheelchairs being such a common sight, I believe the general population is more

attuned to disability than in most places I have lived in, So any success or

failure in successfully integrating is really down to the people themselves.

However, very few of the people living in the Neath Hill' Scheme, had~~previous

experience of living in the community and it takes time to build up the necessary

Social confidence and expertise required to take full' advantage of the situation.

But the signs are that a significant success is being achieved at Neath Hill.

Conclusion

I feel the ideal will only have been achieved when those living under the scheme

are themselves tenants, with all the rights that entails. However, in order to

achieve this ideal a fundamental change would have to take place in the way care
is funded in England, and I suspect that in order for anything like this-to occur,
schemes like the one in Neath Hill would have to become'the norm rather than the

'exception. Only when this happens, and the care is completely divorced from the
accommodation, will the Disabled approach true integration.

.- '

• < .
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Spinal
Injuries

Association

5Crowndale Road London nwi 1TU 01 -388 6840

QUOTES OK IIOUSIHG TAKEN FROM THE TETRAPLEGIC CURVES—-''

"As I was unable to oe looked after at home when I left Stoke

I went to a Cheshire Home. The effect on my morale was terrible."

"The hardest thing was trying to remain living independently and
bringing my children up who were six and., nine years old at the r.
time of the accident. After my. husband left the difficulty
was finding living in help. I have now overcome this during •;•
the last six months after finding out, through television. ..,
about Community Service Volunteers."

"Being tetraplegic has made me totally dependent on my mother,
my social life is limited."

"I am lucky in that my mother has devoted her life to caring
for me, but she is now 76 and I can see the time coming when
I shall have to go into residential care."

"Housing and after care are two of the most important points
in my opinion." - .

"It has broken my mother's heart and prematurely aged her -
instead of having an able bodied caring daughter for her old
age, the roles are reversed and we both worry about trying to
care for each other."

"The main problem I find is the right sort of care and the time
given. I am now due to move into a house in South London which
will have four CGVs living in to assist in any way needed,
organised by a charity called SHAD. When I move into the house
I shall have total freedom to do all I want and need."

"I think a wife of complete tetraplegics should be classed as
fully employed and insured against injry and have time off
and holidays free from responsibility."

"The good things are that I met my wife, and am happy that I
am living within a family rather than in a disabled unit where
I was living before my marriage. Problems - getting somewhere
to live vmen I decided to leave the disabled unit, i.e. finding
a council prepared to put us on their housing list. Then the
problem was trying to purchase the bungalow under the Right
to 3uy Act."



"The' worst thing-; is getting about - I live in a village and..
I have to rely on my. father to take me any place- I want to

% gpv, "I., think my parents could do with some help from time to.
time or a place for me to go.to give them a rest."

'.-(.:
..."Two major areas,-,of..concern are a. employment, which is
difficult to obtain despite my qualifications and b. being
reliant on. my wife-; for personal care, when the opportunities
'for'relieving,this burden do not exist,-at least to suit

.'the convenience of-me and my wife." - ii-^w '-•- -,•« ,'

"Personal care is difficult to find and receive on a continuous'

-basis. Relief help is almost impossible to find, it is
'7 impossible to fulfil roles in the accepted sense, e.g. being;;

a,wife and mother. The change requires a- great deal of adap
tability on the part of the disabled family -and their family
and friends. It seems to me that most of the above problems,
.result from the fact that disabled people are not integrated..

":' into societv." ,.?lc-v~ be ""•'--; • a -"*{-;- ''2ngas'" 3"'":: ""-I
' •". ''••^•}/'?^czSss<dJ hi~.~ •-••K.--^ _ '7 •••-oUtfriq ••** \ - ~"r\ ';•

"I have to live away from home and can only get home at weekends,
I am due to go home for good when the council build an extension
but that could be some, time, and When I do it means my mum ,
.might have- to,give up her job, which she doesn't want, and ,.L
can't afford."-;-'-::-::"^ >--x~~. L-.• vrs_d EtJ-j.3iSf>' '."""i„,^

. ... .. rjjf-voi-i iericcvoqs eo \bpi - -<'• """"„'"""''

"I feel I could, be' more independent, but I hold down a demanding
full-time job and would-rather have assistance so that I., can'

,_work than be fully independent and using all ny time to get, :Z
dressed and undressed. '- My distant dream is my own place one
day - I live with my family at present. I believe I could cope

-.in a, well, designed, gadget infested kftchen."' J~;, '

,: "The worst aspect of my life now' is having to continually battle
in my attempt to live a''relatively normal and personal V.ic;
life in here, because although physicaiiy it is in nany ways -
suitable for me, it is also the most patronising, undemocratic

... - 'warehousing' institution imaginable." •

.': 23 £ .'• v.- -: -' •- -"'•'- -
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METROPOLITAN BOROUGH OF STOCKPORT

50CIAL SERVICES DIVISION

HILLGATE DEVELOPMENT

SahS0g?lWitth m°^lity P~^-° i- "urrentlfSei^g buIiTon^011

There are four bungalows for 2/3 peopled a^uSS? of^roSd floor

w?thJ_6?Rt iS a:***?? development, there will alSo be faSiliL
couples *' ^ Wel1 aS y°u^er single people .-and oldirmar?ied

::_£_?if ?fi, detaii? ^Y* ^en approved, it is the intention "of the
Social Services Division to ensure that finance -is -made available
through the Capital programme to alter kerbs, etc?' ?todiati?v> ?f^a^n3 to the development, so that wheelch_ir^ r^n £v Y

^ freely to the shops on^illgate. bcIv 5o ;.,; adz :o ,,™^e

StwleVSi °f J^^^ice of ^e tenants will no doubt vary Considerably Where the tenants are a married couple, only oneSer of
-individual _£ ^vP?YSiCally handicaPP-d aSd therefore much o? ?heindividual and day to day caring tasks will be undertaken bv «,o

,:,Jble-bodied member of the family.- However,: it __ intenled^hat _
flexible support scheme, will be available which will enable*_£__£.With Physical handicaps-, of,*,varying degree of sSeri J S bf ?
oeon^ff^ \° ^?sch?^-- .^thin walking distant and f£r many
£2?~ wheelchairs within travelling distance, is the Mllibrook
Cen^'JS .tt-TL** aPProPriate- Providing vacancies at theCentre are available, for some of the tenants to be offered dav

S^f^5^pg^ffl^_i||_;^,"
!e2a^f th6r^ ^"M^orl^lS^ peopie'requiring,assistance withina small geographical area, it becomes viable to consider^v^^
support services specifically for this development ThJ stSjfnS5
requirement is ,likely.,to ,be a Warden^ who will S provided bv tl
Housing Association;., "and whP may be connected to th5 Snar^t^bv a
simple alarm scheme:; part-time: CareAssistants wi11^ beloved L
P5P^^ support at. Crucial"periods of the dav 7t .'^-f?Ployed toSS^E and ^^-sistjee,- and^qing £^*^^f_^y
^ nigXtf 6nantS Wl11 rSqXire Conti—s assistance during

poSSblS! " ^ rSSt °f thS devel°P—t for key°p^sonnei 2

other bills will be provided by the care staff- ?*«f_« ° *?, *
towards^ne* ^dSPe?dLt ^ W±L ^ "Sirefto 2k.TSSrS.ilSeSpJcted to ?___?S f;rV1CeS Which theV receive. Tenants 5_1 £expected to furnish their own accommodation, with the exception of
any who might move from full residential care to this scheme, and in

-1-
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these instances it will be possible to provide assistance in
furnishing accommodation in the same way that it is provided
in group homes. F aea

It is envisaged that the first tenancies will be available from
August onwards, although the accommodation specifically dLioSed
latePA^uSallYAhandiCfPSed ^°Ple W±11 n0t bTavailSirun?iredwill teTS; t-o S ^ feP°rt. requesting approval of the scheme
Tniv TpfS °.the ?°Clal Services Committee for their meeting inJuly. Finance is only available within the overall budoet for
?hrnS?%o^Ph?SiSallY.handiCapped Pe°Ple. a** it is intended thatthe net cost of the scheme should be identified as a new cost centre
div^1^1* bSing appl±ed t0 Provide the necessar^ money todevelop this new service. y

Whilst tenancies for the whole of the scheme are shared jointly by
Assoc^aSon^vr^^^^3 ?OUS±ng Ass<^ion, CollingwoU HoLlngAssociation have indicated that they are willing to allocate
STS^tS S a- ± tenan?ies for Physically handicapped people tothe Social Services Division. * «*«.=

tnr?^*^ WiiX ^ resP°nsible for his/her own rent, and for heating
?o thegiev2? neC; EaCh h°USi^g Unit wil1 offer accommodation^ Suitable
liaht swSLf^Un°t;°nin? °f the indiv^ual client, i.e. rockerlight switches m each unit, toilet facilities etc. There is an
car'paSSa^LfS^11^31 hm^S ^^ in ^cS'unit?? ___£ed•^^^t^^L™ availa^ **<* this will be borne in mind

Lino^buLt^ri;^ f?r m°5e ???«»*«* People, is also currentlytime! Stockport, and will be available in about 18 months*

on^ssn0111^10113 5°r ^nancies ^ould be made to Miss P. Cartwrighton an SSD. 1 form, who will then arrange for suitable applicants to
be given an application form for the Housing Association

RJL/WAM
22.6.82
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confenfe
1. Project 81 Housing/Care Programme Information Sheet.

2. Crossroads Care Attendant Scheme,

3. "SHAD" - Sheltered Housing Assistance for the Disabled Information Sheet.

PRESTON Scheme r North British Housing Association/Lancashire Social
Services Information Sheet.

5. "Housing and -Services for the Handicapped in Sweden" - Article.

6. "Housing Plus Support" CSV.Independent Living Scheme article by Marion Janner.

Relevant'Reference List prepared by Susan Kay.

8. "Housing and Community Care" Order Form and photocopies Chapters 18, 19, 20.

"Grove Road" Housing Scheme, Derbyshire - Information Sheet.

10. "Milton Keynes Community Care Scheme" - article by Glyn Vernon.

11. "The Kingston Project" leaflet.

12. Quotes on Housing - taken from Spinal Injuries Association Tetraplegic Survey.

13. "Hillgate Development" --Stockport Social Services Division.

14. "HABINTEG" Housing Association Limited - leaflet.
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HOUSING & QA&E SUPPORT CONFERENCE

30 September 1982

_ . WORKSHOPS

GlipUP^.iife» •- Jud: -.. -.'.an.it

^^^^^•^^tr^^^^tP^i^^iQfiS^1!-*^ Physician, North Manchester Health Authority
%?;—'de*-Nigel Smith, Regional Officer, North West Region, The Spastics Society
Miss K Bruce,.Principal, Fourways Assessment Centre

Mrs D Gartqn, Rochdale MBC Housing Department

Mr D Griffiths, Mobility Information: Service

Mr.M Grimes, Property Services Officer, Wigan MB Council

Mrs E.A Houghton, -Field-worker., Wigan. Social Services

Mrs M Jackson, Family Housing Association

Mr. PhiLMe^or,..Personnel Department.,; GMC

Mrs J Mulbee, Rochdale lousing &: Disability Group

Mr. A M Pate, Gspsyen.or,-,Housing Sqciety Limited

•Mr. A.Roper, Senior Maintenance.Officer, Wigan MB Council

Mr M Smithy Family Housing. Association

Mr N Srrowger, Chairman, Manchester Disabled Athletes

Mr Glynn Vernon, c/o Andy Wiggins -

Mr Andy Wiggins, GMYA.- Home.lessness Project

Mrs M A Wright, Regional Housing Manager, Northern Counties Housing Association
-.. .

GROUP B

Group Leader - Anne Miller, Chairman, Action for Research into Multiple Sclerosis

(Manchester Group)

Recorder -,Anita Hadfield, Senior Housing Welfare Officer, Oldham MD Council

Mr A Barker, Team Leader, Oldham Social Services

Mr A Bowden, Rochdale Housing & Disability Group

Mr J Chadwick, Residential Services Officer, Oldham

Mrs G Davies, Occupational Therapist j

Mr, Chris Drinkwater, Rochdale Voluntary Action

Barbara Frost, Family Housing Association

Mrs D Kimbiin, Occupational Therapist

Helen Lee, HCIL. •...... r,-

Mr G Littlemore, Deputy Director, Social Services, Rochdale

Eiluned Parry, Area Manager, Oldham Social Services Department

Sheila Rae, Family Housing Association-

Mrs J.Taylor, Senior -Occupational Therapist, Oldham General Hospital

Councillor C Tucker^ Chairman, Social .Services MBC

Miss S Warringtonj Oldham Advice Centre for the Handicapped and Disabled

Rosalie Wilkins, LINK





GROUPC

Group Leader - Peter Norman, Director, Irwell Valley Housing Association Ltd; NW
Regional Representative on National Federation of Housing Associations

Recorder - Mike Jobbins, Principal Officer, Residential & Day Care Services, Social
Services Division, Stockport

Mrs Wendy Birch-Jones, Rehabilitation Officer, Stockport Social Services

Mrs M Bone, Tameside

Mrs Beryl Born, Secretary, Primus Club

Mr Norman Colledge, National Union of the Deaf

Mr K Davies, Co-ordinator, Derbyshire Coalition of Disabled People

Mr Martin Duffy, Presenter/Reporter, Granada

Miss Wendy Elsworth, Rehabilitation Officer, Stockport Social Services

Mrs M Hanson, Occupational Therapist, Stockport Aids Centre

Dr J K McCann, Community Physician, Stockport AHA

Mrs Anne Roberts, Rehabilitation Officer, Stockport Social Services

Mrs Clara Scott, Secretary, Tameside Association of Handicapped and Disabled

Mrs Yvette Steward, Rehabilitation Officer, Stockport Social Services

Mrs Andrea Thomas, Social Services, North Area, Stockport

Mr Paul Tranter, Senior Social Worker, Withington Younger Disabled Unit

Mr Chris Withnell, Regional Housing Manager, Collingwood Housing Association Ltd;
Housing Institute.

GROUP D

Group Leader - June Maelzer, Chairman, Manchester Access Committee

Recorder- Zena Homewood, Regional Organiser, Community Service Volunteers

Mr Jack Askins, Transport and General Workers Union

Mr Vic Finkelstein, Chairman, British Council of Organisations of Disabled People

Mrs W B Forster, Bury and District' Disabled Advisory Council

Mr John Glenholme, Housing and Environmental Services, Bury

Marion Janner, Volunteer Director, Community Service Volunteers

Mr Eric Kenyon, Principal Architect, Cheshire County Council

Mrs Levine, Bury and District Disabled Advisory Council

Miss A McFarlane, Kingston upon Thames Association for the Disabled

Mr R Philips, Regional Housing Manager, North British Housing Association Ltd

Pauline White, Community Action Project

Mr Nicholas Peter Westington, Housing and Environmental Services, Bury

Mr Andy Zuntz, Rochdale MBC Housing Department

Technical Officer, Housing Corporation
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GROUPE

Group Leader - Ken Lumb, Representative of Union of Physically Impaired Against
Segregation s

Recorder - Roger Arkell, Director of Development, North British Housing Association
Ltd, Preston °

Miss Anson Carver, Housing Officer, Midlands Area, Improvement Housing Association
Mrs J Davey, Grosvenor Housing Society Ltd

Louise De Raeve, SHAD

Mrs A Gardner, Housing Advisory Officere, North Cheshire Housing Association
Mr A Goldthorpe, Yorkshire Association for the Disabled

Mr E Humphrey, Hyndburn Council for the Disabled

Mr Rick Hennelley, Community Action Project

Miss J M Mills, Head Occupational Therapist, Liverpool Social Services

Mr T B Parker, Architect, DOE

Anne Parks, General Manager, Cheshire Foundation Housing Association

Mr H Ward, Development Officer, Blackpool Division, Lanes Social Services

Mr George Wood, National Federation of the Blind

Mr G Worthington, Housing Manager, Grosvenor Housing Society Ltd

Mrs E Yates, Social Worker, Preston North Team

GROUP F

Group Leader - Roy Southern, Assistant District Adminstrator, South Manchester Health
Authority

Recorder - Eileen Milnes, Spastics Society National Executive Council

Mr John Armitage, SHELTER

Mr P Baker, Community Action Project

Mrs J Black, Chairman, Trafford & Salford Association Spina Bifida & Hydrocephalus

Mr W Bowman, Assistant Chief Housing Officer, Trafford MB Council

Mr C Ford, Support for North Staffs

Mrs A Gatis, YWCA

Mrs H Handley, Divisonal Nursing Officer, Trafford AHA

Mr Ken Heyes, Disabled Persons Supervisor, GMC

Mr D Henshaw, TFCD

Mrs Kathryn Johnson, Voluntary Organisations Officer, Trafford Social Services
Department

Mr J D Lang, Secretary, CRHA Ltd

Mr Phil Mason, HCIL

Miss M Marsh, Volunteer Organiser, Trafford Social Services Department

Mrs M Piper, Senior Specialist Officer (Adults), Trafford Social Services Department

Mr J Standford, Housing/Access Offficer, ACCESS
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GROUPG

Group Leader - Bob Lewis, Assistant Director, Social Services Division, Stockport
Recorder - Paul Crowther, Development Officer, Irwell Valley Housing Asociation Ltd
Mrs P B Banning, Principal Officer, Salford Social Services

Mrs C Bentley, Senior Officer, Aids and Adaptations, Salford Social Services

Elaine Bennell, Occupation Therapist

Mr P Cornille, General Secretary, The Cripples Help Society

Ms M Hines, Claycross Inter-Help Coop

Mrs Anne Godfrey, City of Salford Housing Department

Mrs J Goodwin, Schemework Officer, The Housing Corporation

Mr Kevin Hyett, Salford CVS Disability Sub Committee

Sister Morgan, Salford Area Health Authority

Dr Joan Munro, Community Physician

Dr Jill Rowland, Community Physician, Salford Health Authority

Mrs N K Smith, Head Occupational Therapist, Hope/Ladywell Hospitals

Miss J A Stanway, Senior Occupational Therapist

Miss S M Tipton, Director, St Vincents (Manchester) Housing Association Ltd

GROUP H

Group Leader - Don Simpson, Borough Housing Officer, Rochdale

Recorder- Patrick Mbatha, Registrar in Community Medicine, South Manchester HA

Mr M Annan, Chief Executive, Collingwood Housing Association Ltd

Mrs J K Bowerbank, Sister-in-Charge, Withington Younger Disabled Unit

Mrs S Kay, Derbyshire Social Services Department on secondment Warwick University
Dr A E Jones, MOEH Manchester

Mr M Kent, Senior Housing Manager, Mosscare Housing Association

Mr D Leaman, BCODP Housing Group

Mr P Mittler, Information Officer, SERIS

Mrs A Plumb, Union of the Physically Impaired Against Segretation (Womens Section)

Mrs Angela Roden, Deputy General Secretary, GM CVS

Dave Rogers, GMYA/PHAB

W J Shaw, Principal Assistant, Domicilary Services Division, Manchester Social Services

Mr Frank Tranter, Chairman, Manchester Disability Forum

Mr John Taylor, Principal Housing Officer

Mrs V J Tibbelts, Development Officer, St Vicents (Manchester) Housing Association Ltd

Mrs S Wareing, Organiser of Wardens, Domillary Services, Manchester Social Services

Juliet Woulfe, Manchester Diability Forum



It is hoped that in the near future the Rochdale

Housing and Disability Group, in conjunction with
St. Vincents Housing Association, will have 3 or 4
flats for rental, suitable for wheelchair users.
hey will be parC oT a mixed housing scheme,
situated at Sudden, with ample facilities nearby,
(such as Post Office, Shops and Library).

The flats on the ground floor will be designed and
equipped to suit the needs of the disabled tenants.

An important part of the scheme is the idea of
"supporting tenants" who will occupy the flats
directly above the "wheelchair flats" and provide
help to the disabled tenants, in addition to what
is already available from local services, e.g.
District Nurses, Home Helps and Crossroads Care
Attendant Scheme.

We invite anyone who is interested in the scheme, or
would like more information to write to or 'phone
Chris Drinkwater at Rochdale Voluntary Action,
15? Drake Street, Rochdale. (Tel. 31291/522798).

Published by: Rochdale Housing and Disability Group.
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HABINTEG HOUSING ASSOCIATION - INTEGRATED WHEELCHAIR

HOUSING WITHIN A NON-HANDICAPPED COMMUNITY.

NORMAN SUMMERS, DIRECTOR

Housing for the disabled is a theme which has achieved
increasing prominence during the International Year of the
Disabled Person, and any improvement in awareness of the

needs of the handicapped, and in the solution of relevant

problems is to be welcomed. It is extremely important,
however, to avoid over-simplification in assessing the
requirements of the handicapped, and in assuming that the
provision of wheelchair or mobility accommodation is in
itself the complete answer to the problems.

A number of good solutions have evolved through the initia
tive of disabled individuals, and through housing associati
ons and local authorities, and these allow not only for the

specialized daily living requirements, but also provide the
opportunities for a full social life. Some broad examples of
these are:-

a) Purpose-built wheelchair flats, designed and managed on
the initiative of disabled persons to individual require
ments with directly-linked standard accommodation for persons
providing support. This is a most satisfactory solution for
disabled couples who are able to manage the revenue finance
within a chosen environment, the capital finance and exper
tise having been supplied from housing association sources.
A similar solution has also been found by one or two disabJed
people through the adaption of existing premises to provide
accommodation for themselves, either as individuals, or small
compatable groups, with 'in house' accommodation for persons
giving support.

b) Many successful adaptions have been carried out by local
authorities and private individuals to existing properties
which improve the quality of life for a wheelchair user.
Again this works very well for those who's premises are
suitable for alteration and possible extension, and who wish
to remain in the same location, (often living within a family
group) .

c) Purpose-built wheelchair housing has been introduced into
housing association and local authority normal housing
schemes. It is encouraging to see that such provision is
being made, and in general terms is most suitable for
disabled persons living within a family group able to provide
the supportive and social needs. For individuals, however,
unless they are capable of a high level of independance, it
can produce a degree if isolation.
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d) Sheltered housing schemes invariably contain some-units
designed for wheelchair users, and very sensibly meet.the
needs of the elderly permanently disabled and"those who nave
acquired disability.

It will be seen that the provision that has been outlined so
far, meets specific catagories of need. In order to meet
these, and at the same time to allow for an even wider range
of requirements within a given location, Habinteg has formu
lated a policy which provides a mix of a number of sizes of
wheelchair accommodation, integrated into a normal community,
and backed by a residential support service.

Habinteg Housing Association was formed some 12 years ago by
the Spastics Society, which saw the need for housing provis
ion within a normal community, not; only for spastic persons,
but for all handicapped people with or without families who
had no choice other than grossly inadaquate housing, or >|^
alternatively institutional care. Although strong links with ;.;p!
the Society are still maintained, Habinteg is, of course, *£
autonomous, is registered with the Housing Corporation and is
a registered charity. At the present' time, the Association has g^
over 600 houses, flats and bungalows'.in management, of which >«?
approximately 150 are'designed for wheelchair users, and a |gb
further 500 in the course of planning and development. Schemes
are developed on a national basis: and-cover -most-regions of it-
England. There is also participation in. a, project.-.in Wales,
and a few years ago a sister organization,, Habinteg -(Ulster)
Ltd, was established in Belfasti-vwhich:::now has schemes in ,;;'
management and development in Northern; Ireland.\.... c.. :- c

With this concept of design for„independent* living, disabled
persons have freedom of choice and" the right to make their own ^'Im
decisions, and this is achieved by good design within the |1|;
accommodation, coupled with an environment'which"provides ~C
facilities for social integration-with... the.: surrounding «q2 -*$i
community. The following is a broad-, outline .of the; principles % '!.
involved:- ".".- '_ rsfssD'r srti :•%•• Rp:«a

.' ."•.,; ..-•-..--. ": -. •-. ,-•:...':. &?,cc :-rsvrrw &».; .-•;»< 8$$
Accommodation Ste-'-i

On each scheme at least 25% of dwellings .are-designed.- for

wheelchair users in sizes to accommodate single-.persons.-,-
couples and families according to local demand. These units
are not grouped together, (despite possible advantages in
architectural and financial terms), but-are interspersed:

within the total scheme, thus- avoiding: the creation: of--separ
ate communities.' The balance, of the-housing-which is-,tenanted
by non-handicapped persons and families in housing need-, is
designed to mobility standards with...wider,, doors, and; .level
access at ground floor level. ;.'._ •,, _.;.,.on :. ,\s -..

217
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This,,has a number, of advantages, the most important of which
is., to. enable a...person in a wheelchair to visit any other
dwelling, within the scheme. It also benefits elderly frail
persons, (to whom the Warden cover can be extended case of

need), mothers with very young families, and indeed, the non-
handicapped generally. _ ~

Whilst it is essential to allow correct space standards for
...wheelchairs, it is equallyimportant to achieve a satisfactory
relationship between rooms and circulation area to ensure

unhampered,movement around the dwelling. In planning the
shape and wall-space in individual rooms it is noted that in
addition to normal furniture there will probably be at least
one wheelchair in the sitting-room and again in the dining
area. Bedrooms"are sufficiently large to allow adequate war
drobe space with wheelchair access, and, where space permits,
access to bath" sides-of the bed.

The kitchen.is designed with a considerable degree of flex
ibility, avoiding.the need to await the selection of a tenant
before building in fixtures. With variable height sinks,
.worktops, hobs and ovens, and with both adjustable and mobile
Storage, only m|nor adjustments may be necessary to suit most

.types of handicap. _. This'also provides for any subsequent
change in'tenancy pr^circumstance at no extra cost.

-Bathrooms and WsCc 's :.areidesigned to allow easy access to the
•• bath-and-washbasin, and.-for-transfer from wheelchair to W.C.

-An .extension.-jseat. is,- provided -to the bath, to facilitate
transfer, and .a band.-shdwer is fitted as standard.. There are

a minority-of/cases* where:a "drive under" shower is indicated,
and all, bathrooms on recent schemes are therefore provided
.with a drain"outlit wi€h;a 'slightly dished floor so that, at
minimal. cost,.', the bath can be removed and the bathroom then
becomes.a. shower-room. '

Specific-additional items:such.as grab-rails, hoists, remote
operation window-gear, etc., are added to individual require
ments where necessary. Such items are acquired through Social
Services where possible, or otherwise funded from charitable
sources. This also applies to raised planters -and additional
'paving to^gardens when.l-these cannot be funded through develop
ment finance"-;--'-- £ ~ •e.bznr. ~-_t •_._=. r ; ..-••.-

Environment '. ' ^

The selection of- a. site, and its location is of equal
importance to~the"thoughtful-design of the accommodation. The
priority-of-need--usually indicates a location within a city,
town, or close to a district centre, and this can present
problems in availability and cost of suitable land. Invariably
however, a solution is ultimately found through perseverance,
and the co-operation of local authorities.

1JB- #••., 218



The site itself will preferably be level, although three-
storey flats have been built on sloping sites, and the
contours used to provide wheelchair access to all floors, in

addition to the normal lift access. Within the scheme itself,

whatever building form is used, there is the freedom of comp

lete circulation for wheelchair-users. The actual location

of the site will be determined by the availability of
public facilities for the disabled. Food shops, post office,
public transport and a public house should ideally be within
level wheelchair distance of the site, and every effort made
to have kerbs and hazards modified.

In conclusion, an attempt has been made to outline in broad
terms Habinteg's approach to the wider provision of housing
disabled persons within the community. There are still
problems which could be eased, particularly in terms of
finance. For instance, space standards could be improved, ~S
particularly in bedrooms, bathrooms and kitchens, and a

higher level of revenue allowances are needed for adequate
resident warden (Community Assistant) cover, together with
the essential communication system. In this International
Year of the Disabled Person may we hope that those responsible
for determing cost-effectiveness will come to the understanding
of the true and necessary requirements of the handicapped in
their daily life, and not consider essentials as merely
"desirable".

-'

•
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HCIi •- FBI hoiji'in r Lar*:- Pro^rajmm^

•:* -1 * X 1 INTRODUCTION

P'8.1 is. aQi'-aj-spRoac.l'ji -to -Indep'iandent L i mi iV;i put forward by a.
d,is3bJed. sec^' le .most ly res.i den+ at the L.e Court Cheshire Horrid

group of

fhe wewbers of tn*? PSi flariage-ment homm:;x i-- e •' aP O !!

Thi

•John Evans Chairman., t. ; ::. c,x' .'..:. . . •

Philip Mason-- Secretary, ,. : • .. .... -•;.- - .-.. ,- - : _-

P h i I i p S c o -t t T i- "• e as u r e r

Liz Briggs

Peter-: Na.de. - . .'Tr-ufefee £he5ha ro' F'oijndat: on

Heijl S JaLtt-er- :;..'":S/pJ.,n.al- Ir^jjuij-.a^s -- Assoc i at i or; f'lana.gement Committee
Tad Polkowski . - .,.*.•• , -, ., .-._..„ f,

•John L ajTiber-t

JiJulian C f o hirier Le lour t liana, ••texei it i ornmittee
•- ••• '- -i, •-. -•- i> ' • <= **••• -. --•'•" . i

Ctraham l'homa" Le" Lour + TTsnx-.iemerrc i '.'mm it tee

t he fibr-eg<f<"1®g Stf-I seVet-we"IyS d-i sfefe '!.ed .. .
' ... '*•' "sx: - . C .' . • 5 ;'L: • ' 2n.fi*ft, :e 3 •• : -

Finn Parkes.;.. - -Ceriera.l ilanager,- L?,C«F„ Housing Assoc i at ion
.Judith Cow Lev Senior Advisor Disability & Rehabilitation,- Hampshire
5 - - .' h. --.-.•».«."-• i x Ox. ...;..:;: §»33 I S»v. .• -• . - .. • ;,-- , '•

s~grroup "is" 'wholly" r espotisifc fe" "for' a.l L oper at ions of the- scheme.
" --" "'"". -.:.-.' .. ::. ?i£ L 3 : ? "..c £d ' -x'••••:•- •

Our concern is w it h those-' severely disabled people' mho cannot exist

i.m it l-i o u t d a i 1y p e r s o n a. 1 c aj--e ass ls t anc e .,• ie,, h e 1p w it h w ash in g ,

dressing, toi letting, cooking., etc. ,, This need has., unti 1. •-.•^r-y
recent ly , meant one of t'.MO a. I. ternat iocs s cane' from psrents/spouss or

c are f r o rn s t aff in an in s t it u t io n.

We hope to help change this situation by making it possible for

-i-iippp i iii »:ah 11'-'•"•:4 i^eor Le to lice wher-e ;*rid how the : choose.. .-romethi nM

that is taken for granted by the able bodied.

F'81 has been in existence for three' yeans. We have been working with

o u r f e 1 1o i.m d is ab 1e d f r ie n d s , s t atu t o r y aut h o r i. t ie s .,- c o n c e r n e d c h ar it ie s

and the Housing Corporation to try and enable severe Ley disabled

people to move into homes of their choosing.- provided by a. housing
association, and with personal care needs being met by Domici 1 I,any Care
pr o v id e d b :•. > t h e L o c a I flu t h o r it y.

T h e s e a. im s in v o 1v e c h ^ng in g att it u d e s sn id p r act ic e s., T h is is

beginriing to happen s-~ "Cane in the' Community", a DHSS Consultative
Document, July 1981, "Most people mho neeid Long term cane can and

should be looked after in the community. This is what most of them

i.mant for themse Ives. = ,.- " HcHMever, in practice there is Litt l.e evidence

o f t l-"i i s appr-o ac hi „

Our major task has be?en and wi 11 continue to be the practical detai Is
involved in implementing this. It is up to us to demonstrate how one

actua 1 I. v tj r ings abou t INIdEP E l-l D E.I-•! T L IVIN0. That i. s , en ah' 1in g the
disabled person to realise their- aspirations in a manner compatible
with the means; and resources s^'B.i lab le.



HC1L P 81 H o i_4s in g / C ane P r og r amm a,

Bes ides the o bv io 1.4s human iter ian ang 1.4e menta:, the r-e ane so 1.4 nd econom ic
reasons for the change. This aspect is most hea.vi ly feat1.4re id in the

P r o m o t io n o f In ide p e n d e n t L. iv in g in t h e U S fl. 0 in i L aur ie c o m m e n t e d in

the Rehabilitation Gazette, 1973s— "Millions of 'dollars ana being
wasted in maintaining severe ley disabled people in hospitals anid

nursing homes all oxer- the world. A majority of these ecu I'd live

happily anid productively in the community for- a. fraction of the cost of
any institution if some assistance wer-e proviided• "

To be succesfu 1 we had to become as- we 11 informed as the experts and so
1.1.1 e embarked upon an extensive research prograin in the UK, Denmark,
Sweden, Holland and the USA. (Our Chairman John Evans, went en a. six
1.1.1eek tour o f t he U S A 1o ok in g at t h eir- Inide p endant L iv in g M o v e m e n t. >

Besides increasing the knowledge and experience of the group, we have

hiad m at~>y op p ort u n it ies to s h at''e our en ide avo r s bo t hi n at io rial 1y.,- kH a.iide x
S1 > anid ir11er n at io n a 11y , •'•! E E C In de p e n d e n t L i'•.>ing S e m in an , Bruss e Is.

VIP Conference, M 1.4nich. .'•'

The idea, that severely disabled people should be removed to residentia.l

institutions in order to obtain the personal cane they reguire is sti11
P r e v e Iant. In Br it a in t h is r e m a.in s t h e ido m in artt o p in io n and p r actice

amor1gst thie Medical and Can ing Profess iona.Is a.i ded by the Concerned
Charities. From the earliest 'days we have had to combat this opinion.

W e h ave m e t w it h r e p r es e n tat iv e s of th e S oc ia. 1 Services in H ainp s h ire

anid have obtained an agreemerit in principle from the Director of Social

Services, that they wi 11 seek to provide the Care Support necessary for

a. severely disabled person to live independently in the community
1.1.1 i t h i n t h is are a.

We have also arranged through a. housing association, the purchase of a.
bungalow in Cowplain, Hampshire, for .one of our severely disabled
members, who wi11 rent the property and so be able to move out of

Res i'dent ia.l Cane iminent ly. This we trust will be the first of many
such successes.

The housing association has a. Iso purchased another prcip'ertv' in
Southampton to house two more members and some able bodied tenants.

In this instance, according to the wishes of the future occupants, it-
is intended that the property be s 1.4b d iv idad into bed—s its , i.mh i 1e cthier
areas ana communally shared.

The Future.

Our primary task '.Mi 11 be to establish those members of our- group m.iho
wish to live outside the Residential .Institution (four people at this
time.'< s in homes of their- choosing with the appropriate Cane Support.

We shall also continue our researches end offering our- expertise and
experience to any who seek it.

It is hope-'cJ that the operation of P81 wi 11 be something that other
s e vere 1y d j. s .ab 1e d pe o p 1e c an co py , f o r m ing a. b r idg e f ro m Ins t it u t io n a I
Care to Independent Living and also, helping as many a:^- possible to
avoid having to enter such establishments in the first place.



66 BELLEVILLE ROAD

LONDON SW11 6PP (=ih)nt-/
SHELTERED HOUSING ASSISTANCE FOR THE DISABLED

Patrons: David Dimbleby, Baroness Masham of llion, Alfred Morris MP.

OPENING OF 31 ELMBOURNE ROAD

Background

SHAD arose out of the experience of Stephen Burton who has Lived in his own

house in Battersea for the last five years. Stephen, who is confined to a

wheelchair with severe physical disabilities, persuaded Wandsworth Council

to convert and adapt one of their council houses for him, and arrange with

Community Service Volunteers to have four volunteers living with him,

taking care of his physical needs, helping in looking after his house, and

taking Stephen to his business and social appointments.

The obvious success of his way of life, led to the setting up of SHAD, so

that other men and women with similar disabilities had the opportunity to

live in their own houses, enabling them to lead independent and full lives,

working or studying as members of the community.

The first SHAD projact: Wandsworth

Because of the support of Wandsworth Council, this London borough was chosen

for the first SHAD project. Together with Threshold Housing Association,

SHAD initially chose three sites, with a further three houses to be added

later. The disabled tenants will be chosen on rigorous criteria — they will

be severely disabled women or men confined to wheelchairs who are capable

both emotionally and intellectually of running their own household. The

volunteers helping the tenants will be supervised and supported by SHAD's

Volunteers Organiser, an essential part of the project.

The Wandsworth Project is managed by a local committee, consisting of

representatives from SHAD, Social Services, Threshold Housing Association,

a SHAD tenant. Occupational Therapist and other individuals from the community.

The Management Committee will be responsible for selecting tenants, employing

the Volunteers Organiser, choosing further sites with Threshold and securing

the necessary finances.

i

The opening of the first SHAD house in Wandsworth, marks the end to a long

period of planning and the start proper to SHAD's Wandsworth Project.

CHARITY NO 216890



SnnrI
Sheltered Housing Assistance for the Disabled: Wandsworth

C/0 465 GARRA1i LANE SW18

31 Elmbournn Road

The ground floor of the house was converted by,Threshold Housing Association
to wheelchair standards. It includes suc.h things as a lift, adjustable
washbasins, low level Kitchen units, bath hoist and ramped access, to
meet the needs of a person with severe physical disabilities.

Vulun teerr and Volunteers Organiser

hour volunteers will live with Tony, each staying for periods of 4-6 months.
They will look after his physical needs, share the housework and take Tony
to the various places he chooses to visit. The volunteers will be supported
and co-ordinated by SHAD Volunteers Organiser, Louise ,de Raeve who was
appointed in January. She will be responsible-for,helping Tony end his
volunteers to settle into their new situation,,and .working out how best to
maintain a smooth-running household ie. allocation -of,work, other projects,
tree time etc. Because this situation can. be .very demanding, on everyone,
it is important that there is opportunity for ether interests. So as part
°: iht:Lr stay' the volunteers will be involved with secondary activities in
Lie community, arranged by the Volunteers. Urganiser ane.ocher agencies in
the borough.

initially volunteers will come through Community'Service'Volunteers'but as
the Project grows, the Volunteers Organiser .will recruit :volunteers locally.
Finance - -

The capital costs involved in converting the..property were -secured by -
Threshold Housing Association. Joint Finance by Wandsworth Council and the
Area Health Authority has been provided to meet the essential running costs
ol the scheme -for such things as the volunteers upkeep,-travel and spending

:urther Plans

Thrown tw°.furtherschemes at the planning, stage; with •'•sites located by
Threshold. Finance for the running costs has been assured by Wandsworth
tnTnumhnT Tt ""• •̂ pr°miSfid for th? second.' SHAD has plans to increase•number of houses involved to six, and is looking at.ways of meeting the
running costs of these schemes, before Threshold can identify possible sites



THE NORTH BRITISH HOUSING ASSOCIATION LIMITED

HOUSING FOR THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED AT WATLING STREET ROAD, PRESTON

1. INTRODUCTION

The North British Housing Association Limited have for many years

developed schemes specifically for the elderly and more recently the
mentally disordered. Prompted initially by The International Year for
Disabled Persons, attention was drawn within the Association to the needs

for the physically handicapped within the community. This interest was
heightened by a request from the Greater Manchester Council for Voluntary
Services to Housing Authorities working within the North West, to consider
providing a housing scheme for physically disabled on a similar basis to
the Milton Keynes version of the Swedish 'Fokus' scheme.

2. SCHEME CONCEPT

The Association was proposing to develop a housing scheme of 131
dwellings at Watling Street Road, Preston. The scheme is on a flat site
and in a location which had many advantages for the disabled. Realising
the opportunity offered by the development, six ground floor flats were

identified for re-design to render them suitable for occupation by a
wheelchair confined person.

Care support would be provided by Community Service Volunteers (CSVsi
who would be resident on site. A large family dwelling was identified for

re-design to produce furnished single person accommodation.

To allow reasonable integration, all remaining dwellings with ground
floor accommodation are to be built to mobility standards to allow entry
for visiting by disabled persons*. Hence the scheme proposed is aimed at

permitting severely disabled persons to live, with the necessary support,
within and as part of the community.

3. PARTIES TO THE PROJECT

Early consultations between the three parties to the project, N.B.H.A.,
C.S.V. and Social Services Department, were concerned in securing funds to

meet operational costs for the project from the Social Service budget.
Approval from the Social Services Committee was secured at an early date,
due in part to a general acknowledgement that financial savings could be
made should clients currently in residential units, being supported

financially by Social Services, be included in this project.

The annual cost of theC.S.V. support, including the cost of theC.S.V.
accommodation will be met by Lancashire Social Services Department,

supplemented by payments from the six residents from their special allowances,

Once funds had been secured for this project, consultations were

arranged on a regular basis to establish and maintain links and to define
areas of responsibility.
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4. IDENTIFICATION OF CLIENTS

Total nomination rights were granted to the Social Services department
by N.B.H.A. with regard to the identification and selection of clients for
the six units contined within the scheme.

Social Services department are to adopt the following criteria when
selecting clients, firstly the scheme should accommodate Prestonians, secondly
the principle aim of the project is to take persons out of residential units,
be they Local Authority Part III institutions, or independent homes provided
by such foundations as the Cheshire Homes. The next category of person for
consideration would be those identified by afield Social Worker and who is
currently living within the Community and who is likely to be admitted into
Part III or similar type accommodation within the near future. A typical
example would be a single physically handicapped person living with aged parents.

Prior to offering any client a unit it is proposed that for a period of
some two to three weeks, the prospective client attend Sharoe Green House,

where a short 'rehabilitation' programme has been devised to assist persons
who previously may have very little experience of anything but instituionalised
life. The short rehabilitation programme covers such topics as home management,
budgeting, cooking etc.

5. DEGREE OF CARE

Care support would mainly be provided by the Community Service Volunteers
who will be resident on the scheme. Dependent upon the needs of individual
clients it is envisaged that, initially, a team of eight CSV's will be required
and these will be resident in one house on the development. A 24 hour emergency
communication system is to be installed which will link the disabled persons
dwellings and the CSV accommodation. The CSV work on a one to one programme

working with individuals rather .than being attached in a more general way to
organisations or institutions. The CSV view the disabled persons as the expert
in their own care, and act in the main as working extensions, doing on behalf
of their client all the things which they are unable to do for themselves.

The care support needs of individual clients would be met by the CSV on
a 'rota' basis, supplemented as necessary and appropriate by the Social Services

Department and Are£ Health Authority.

6. ADAPTATION WORKS CARRIED OUT IN UNITS

The six ground floor units identified for the project are scattered
within the development, all units have been designed to meet the wheelchair
housing criteria and other related design circulars [DOE/WO Circular 74/74
120/74 and HDD Occasional Paper 2/74].

Furthermore, each unit (except one where planning permission was refused)
is to be provided with a carport, this is aimed at assisting clients mobility.

The detailed design of the dwellings has been carried out in close liaison
with an occupational therapis, social workers and individual wheelchair users.
The final 'fitting out' of the dwellings will be designed around the particular
needs of the identified occupants.
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7. FURTHER INFORMATION

Further information on the scheme can be obtained by contacting one
of the following:-

Bernard Gallagher, Regional Housing Manager, The North British Housing
Association Limited, Unicentre, Lord's Walk, Preston PR1 1DP.

David Halpin, Lancashire Social Services Department, Moor Lane Day
Centre, Moor Lane, Preston.
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HOUSING AND SERVICE FOR THE HANDICAPPED IN SWEDEN

.„,,. c An account of-what the Fokus Society does to promote integrateC&ivfngf.,sbnditions fo¥ : „<
= t.j x the. severely disabled persons by Sven-Olof Brattgard, Eolke Carlsson, Arne Sandin.

''.'.(tfV. •' Srfv .T...ICO -. " ei! !• K .: ' Z • ~
•• '.." -' '• ij'. '. ^^iv'' - „;.(' ^"C^X':„; v '?; -'-'"!Ci^ .'-:;;-•;,.- '- - _ XXX" . . rX,!"\ :y"}< ».-"'i'1''

,.,.«.. «-.-. ..,,.... .«. .. iVHcjXJi ;,.. "" .a';,^:' ., X'T^^—'CX X.'X -.-:'• ? ;t..--.it;' "li.v X-'"., '" •rii1 'i'.l
: The' Fokus Society and Its Objectives ••,,,, , -..7-'...--,.-" ,' •>,>.-« ,-'• '.;..„....•

::• ,;i.3£;,iTJie«--19^0's was. a- decade of.. greatXyximprswed facilities yfoj?? the rehabilitation and ,--
x-r-.v~.-iv education of; severely handicapped children and teenagers. However; this has not been . ~i
i£-6.-?ij'c Matched by a similar effort to provide-physically impaired young-people witlrhousing and • ~,&

services. Up tcrnbw many of these persons -have vto- Spend their^iv'es in'isolation and ~f)<
idleness .a^nursing homes or institutions for the chronically sick whenever their parents
have-been, unable to look after the rti?, ,.Tlheh.mere stg*gebt'ion fhat, they'lnight mamage" i,
homemakingTon-their own used tp be vsridely considered'unthinkabie>,. ^v" vl^-, s . , ........."-.••.
. M'-'f-; "If-;...? ;j. if - ~;X-r-i:'i;.v ' *!r,a-*~r' ]»-.-'- '••• "'•'.'•^ -Cv\ X ! "-'v- '<- '•>-;•'"' ?&*••"••** *>*'"•' V'" '"''r -,.?,•
&;';19_6| the Fokus Society was^eatabiished in Sweden; It's-objectiveis:tb help-the-younger '"•'«
a^b^l^vitn'psu^ed['L(thQjse who 'are partly or wholly dependent upbh'̂ ethinit&l aids and -
persona-lriassistance>M jorder, tp. facilitate lfi6vin~g' aj^
undressing,'shopping, cooking^andtraAsportationl^^wlth^.tiq gusuranteed"..-7- .
care* sb'that they c^icTive in, their own homes unde$. thensame conditions; as other"people ? ; ?:

^T.'ana; nbt ;be r^ andxidfeness "aEt^nursisg homes a^sd sanatoria or have ^to •'" -
j.x ,xi'-'••:•$%?,^0?.ijdtr.t*i6 jRg**?p?:9|J.^biiie?- WitK^adT'-CWe'̂ EOrS.e^k'lfilB^^G&iifTxnpl^iS.''" ° l';: :: -̂ - " ^ ;;
•j.»c .ins:r"f*|9bn f.s ?.• c x-x; -?;>c ; ,7vr .. ''• 1 ,- s>-'-;i sn-sc .c'vfUKc;* • " '" '" * '' - r'l •'

!. :x '---What Fbkushad in^mind:wasstO; include-aparfni^^
^^^J5^^I^Hb"tfsln^ "Tltey~,#ovild,|»e designed to enab.ie the handicapped' person to man-age x^c »•

lv^^ yifidep'eMdeniij;as^farfas possible. The-dwelling^uaits wotdd^ be intended-for singleas well" ?-"
;l~' as multiple occupancy- even though- emphasis-' would be put on one-person "apcirtmehts. I?rs :

<•;'* -;s- Perscsial. assistaHce-would be'.^Vail^ble 6n_|r'.^4^Ho^^BI^£^^TKe^e'̂ W;o,f4H: 6e':i|ir4"ct atcessF.7 :'; !-
• -xi from Jthe £apartments -to cominon-use^^ spaces...,',,Ejig^idtyv for accpnimddatiwrn^„wbuld; , . ,,

"- "•'•r exteh'd''lb handicapped persons, from all-over Sweden^ a jiu.-Wii. ?ic-ac ;x ;« -•' x?r,x ?ta j!n .:

.'..../The ap^tinents'wete to be c'etitirally"placejl m";brdinar'y'residential areas'antlcfn brdiriary-'- •'•'i
•y - x structures mixed with:?.apartmentsrfbrvth'0^^ By locating J:he^ apartrpents f'', "~
.xi i« communities wkhrelatively.good"employme4itqpp.OT education .,.,,, -,.
'• !-^r; prOgramtaeS,-it-would be easier for the =handicapped-,peESORcto get and^hokLonto a job*- ? :

T__i^ri The, Fokjxs' §octety.lsae^S tocentourage work ^contribtitibh^ and provide; Capa-Dilties to v'r;
;. .feci enable-the-iena^rts;to avail them'seivesfqf P^^9 ?r^ vFokus']*v;S'~".
.- .:• x-interprets< its ^mission <in'terin'st oi^helping, the/handicapped personam ^,'is. wholetsituation, .,J ... ,'
-"l~'-~' "the'TJetter'to-enabie the" tenant to lead his. life without unnecesseury restrictions. >\r. ,. ._ x-:ci ~

• . In line with this objective, Fokus has formulated certain "basic principals as follows:- ,: ;-
X •,'•- t X:VO.C -.5 T;S"^j -'•?;' rfj>i.- - ' ^i,-. gy -r;; -.-;•-.-. ; ;;;-; [.y./- ~J r - p^ -- ,,„-_ .--. ... .. . r--.

'!•"•»•£,- ;;-..-" artrv/'- XOvI. Ji X «?<ti j,- ,-,y0r 5. /AnoO'-OC • *Q. TIC if'. i--T.. jrJ>".rV,' - -•«?> -- ;' '- - •' •;• ;
x-x.xxi 1son.i Thenhan.dicapped persojnrshall Have pie righ,t:tf> choose his-ldjwelling.irrespectiv.e of
,.,-, -5.;;.,,..^,.. ..., Where-he-'livesvxr \?-.uu ••*k;.vi--. °>r:; -.: sha.-'Lj »n .-< >;•> ' '":,x-.. •:>•--:?.- •.*•; v;;,.-, ..;-.; :f,-.-£-y!

x ^,?;b *-. jcril^y^lJ^^y^WP-^ p6rs6n'i:snall: be/permiitted: to"'iive in',&" ordinary' residential "' •:
•_rr-.r-H -r;. .enyir,dnmf'nt and: use his dwelling'underthe" sape conditions as.others., . ,,,, T ;;' '" v"\'!°^ ''•'"

x: i.'i ^*x~iThe-handicapped personrshall feel secure .on the -strength of access to pergonal -x- ,=.
'";_""':."" ' "_ _ _Seryice. -''[' "'; . *'"• ' ,-»rX'?:,Mx' .r;rr :••-. ..v • - •;:•-•,. : £;•;«, -j: -v- -.." .xb-.-.;

* The jhandicapped person shall; be ,given ail nepess§r.y support to enable him to
•• .-•."•- :;t choosey obtain and retain employment. Ji; .j, r.. .'.._•• X- ,,. . .-.. ",
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* The handicapped persbn shall be given opportunities to engage in"" meeiningful
pursuits. " " .'';" '^'" ..'-; : x^x <?-. •<.
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Target: Tne^SeVierely Disabled -A Small, Neglected Group

^rf^^^tne^FMar^"*targifJgroupi'alt'wKich Foluis aimed consisted of younger persons
suffering from severe locomotor disabilities, a group that must have technical equipment
and personal, assistance in order to cope with the activities of daily life ,(ADL), such as
dr;erssirig~ahxf^dregs'ihg,-'visvits toLthe^lavatOry, cooking, shopping, etc.

•till..?-: £ riJ.iv.; e~: r. 61si£ ?^ys::i /cs&tv l:Sx-e x; S$\s*'* 9E •-. .HJ six -' ;- s.,-

G^iffeline's^'the :desigh of dwqflings and thle close-in qnvirq'nment^were drawn for"Fokus
by aT special" task' force'1 consisting'"'©!^ experts, consulting

' engineers (heating, Ventilation, sanitation and electricity) and handicapped "persons. The
task force 'sought to plan0 specially designed" dwelling units which permitted maximum
flexibility to accomodate individual needs, It was also called upon to plan the common-
use facilities that might be, needed: rooms for use in emergencies, for the care of
clothing^ for' washing-up "etci"v This'''part' of the project included the design of an
emergency signal system that could be used by the handicapped.

The tasktorce1presented ffie~f&st!draft of a conceptual scheme in the'spring 1%7. This
proposal was then reworked into finalized shape' in the following year. Its,. ti,t£e:
Principles of the Fokus Housing Units for the Severely Disabled. This manifesto has
formed the basis for planning the different Fokus units. It is. published in Germanand
_, .. , . r & ^{•rxxrixox.. i>.'.:,x. yoxocx-- 9tf..\~ib< x-x. x-,...-_~ 9E-
English versions. — •' ~-—•

With the task force report as thestarting point, work began on the design of.flexible
kitchens;^d bathrooms. ^Interior _fittings such as cabinets andc work counters are
manufactured to Fokus specifications by'designated suppliers. In Germany, for instance
they arer producedby Berufsfdrderungswerk Hamburg* G.m.b.H. Here Fokus does not
confine, itself to quality control of the productionprocess, but aU regularly informs the

•"produce'of!the qxperiences^tna^are gained. " " ,; -:J~ T . ' .

JltifflX : :>n . Hi

.•«.: x .x fa.:;

act*'Fokus: undleirtakes to select" tenajitsfor the apartments.' hi addition,?£he| local executive
cBifimittee are^rbugh'f m-fc"ensure tfia't service personnel are*available.'

~M.' fundam'ehtaV "plmciple'Si; FbkuS 'planning is"" that every tenant" shall nave his own
apartment? Asingle "all-pur^d^/^^bo^^ even lrSq^toppeii^tith feit'cien tacHilies and the
fi'̂ ^ican:no't£'beJ accepted1 aV a Iqn'g-terrfl' solution of 'the handicapped per housing
problem. All HinFts'are" planned, lor^the •severely disabled from "the outset. The
recommendations drawn up earlier by the Fokus planning group have been followed.
.»rf; *xrL. '••. Jii-rz e-rvif-r ivb,;t icTlss^n f>ri' -cr>n;xr-3?-.-Px». ^as ^o- . rr? r -,".^ax afii

:Fokus''has"a '̂artme'̂ tS>ic$''fami;^es asjvell as"uidividuals,". Som,e'dwelling pTans, q^geciailly
those5 fbr^ 6ne-per"sott '"accb^ifiodations);;'provide _for '"an "aU-actiyities^ rppra"?;).'"*Tj;e
rationale here is to have a dwelling which' puts the'"tenant at the'cehtre' of" activity on
every occasion,, enab.ling him to keep in touch with ^everyth.ing that happens, round,h,in?,
whether"he"bW-iifbea,' sitting in the kitchen orribunge on a,sofa or armchan*. A,ll .interior
fittmgsWe""detacna1ile}cwfii'ch!pe>mits the tenant to shape his dwelling as he sees.ftt, ' "

r.. ; • -...fc. . -• r ' '"^v'-; ^-r- ~«-v"~-i'* r - >-• p - [•• -• '••-. - v;- ft -*-1 Crfjt Cflsi'H 1c ?,*3iiSOJ.\ ' .1 r1 iT: <ti-
AH interior fittings, are^adjUstable' for height, both h-T the kitchen rland b^|htqqm.
Maximum Iivabili^ pxit'in tne handicapped's hand, regardless of' whether'he is tied' to a

•L;,-" .isfnSi-.-aL^JU i ffi*-^--^- ••-. ••'. ••'-•-: xrix t-. - too? ".SrH.'ZSQCi .0 •;?•'£ ix ^H- i^^CT7;-^^.
wheelchairor "Uses Crutches. :. . . . . - ,
'-.' ?.?:iom 5vjjrjSii'.i! -3rx. j3; -sx- &x>4 .ftgirone x>o &i mn rs>£n.'93rtt>s e. si/soj a^oj ••

JVariouS' technical amenities arebuiit into the apartments. Thus the, electrical controls
are assembled in smaTl^mbvableboxes,rtHat can be placqd„next;,to, the, bed, .in., the,kitchen
or oh' the 'Wheelchair." "m the latter instance, the switching is radio-cbritr.cjled sothat the
handicapped person can move freely "in the room. ..J^fjl-Jfe^.in^fe^lfa. equipment, is
activated by the switching device^ the tenant can open doors, call for.help, talkjn^the
house telephone, turn the"lights on" and offhand so on. ' All"apartments are .connected .to
on-duty personnel by intercom* As a rule, too, the tenants have their own telephones,. .

All Fokus dwelling units adjoin common-use spaces.. Those facilities are,open tq,all
tenants, handicapped as well as nbn-nanicapped. There are recreation rooms with TV sets
and communal dining ""rooms' with' kitchen" for those who"'prefer. to ",^at ui the.day's



main meal in the company of others.. ^Separate rooms are usually £et_.as.ide ,f.©r .physical
training and exercise, each ^containing ^tem^o^^q^ipment-" -suited^ ^o~~ mdividual
capabilities. There are craft activity rooms, likewise JEitted .wjth„specially, designed
equipment. ., ...

An adjunct' of most Fokus units is a hygienic .department^ w.hich 'bjas bathing .equipjqent
especially adapted to the severely disabled, Many places also come with a sauna.
Separate provision is usually made for a clpjthing-qare room ,in.which .suitable^.designed
washing machines, dryers and mangles" ^reTnstalleqj! .Pla^sare iin-^ heqid.tq bu|ld garages

Jfor wheelchairs used outdoors^ WfifflfeVer.'feasibleeparking^sta.lls for car, are provided,as
an integral part of the structure."In .other..cases/garaging consists[pi carports equipped
wim electrical car-heaters. '; ""'''t, 1-" C.Z. > .".?,, .... ....

-x--ra;xc. '• '...-•' ;"(i T-sj e:- o&Lb etx x .eossin Usui i '.rj • ir. x x- *-.- . ax;--);

"i•;• mj>. c -i-j -•'• •. • - .- ••'V- - 2" a-x- foJ ectlOOl SJbeL^Wi" ^l ••'(•((urn i •.•-.,-. ,-•- .,x.x>r, *.*'.*
Service personnel are provided with staff rooms aSiWell^as writh.,.an .office or. on-duty

"room."' '.'"' . . ', " *x- ,%, „ . * '•[

Fokus h^s striven to obtain central lqcationsifor.,irts;.apa^tm^nts^wherever po^ uThis
' makes ' it 'easier for the tenant ' tp take,paitt in" community activities,, develop
interpersonal relations, do his own shopping, etc. .. ,- c- - >» -j .,-.,

The Ftfll-^Care Service - Scope and Organistion a - . . . r

Once a severely disabled person has been provided .with a dwelling, adapted, to his
naiidicap, it" is"'just as""'important "for him tq'enjqy a function-worthy" persqnaTsg^yice.
The handicapped teriknt in a'Fokus unit wiflihave that heed met by the Society's staff,

"over and above the service he'may obtain from tfie public home-help programme.
)'•;- f»rz z-jAoi ?'?°x Jn,v,fS.tj J- \j--:ur,:i nr»wagmrisDir/Tai«i©s "• "''?:"-- q «ib -s-.
s*i L£t^D,r"i«vijw.wa«2 lis Jid .eeso^'ya,ncy^sybotjg s»ffa ic; iDjiaoi \n i*iisppi lx.xx anfxic:Many Handicapped persons, especially the seyerely disabled,,,njaV need roupdrthe-clqck
service for all functions which relate to life's da^Trounds." Tfie'mbst salient needs have
J° do^ith dressing and undressing, help,with perso.ij.al hygienq,..gftti^g foqd .a^d.jshopping.
Moreover, "the" handica^eaj^e^pn_wKb liyes^m his,oy^w^iog!pe.fi4s. helpljwith cle.anpg,
bedmaking, laundry etc. "Provided"those" tasks are "not"too heavy, many of them can be
^performed by home.helps or by another; se|sy^ce.:qr|a^isationv;, H.qrweyer,, owing., tp- the
'needbf the^severely^aa
"required, ttis jirogramme^iiteM^rbm fl$^et^^tlojQaMye issbq^ated yyitli homepursing.

The startmg point for any assessment oi the heed for such service must be what the

Ttte<&Utp~Z6 _Jlirp^er'»""'raiSf;reJIects" theT_diffqreht philqiophjes^preyailing among county
councils"ana tnuhicapilities. "TheBasic principle "has"been to "allot"the handicapped person
as niany. hours of help. from a, home Samaritan,. ras ..though _he fliyed An, a. .so-called
fnte^pef^ed" uivalid' "dwelling^. 'County counciis 'and"'''^unicamlitt^/^hayje'' senerally
maximised the number of hours at four per day. For the. seyereiy., handicapped, with
whom Fokus is concerned that is not enough. The vast majority must have access to
personnel who can help them at different times of the day. To be able_to .meet that
"need, the; Fbkus units^ emp'lqy' pbfsbnriel who are on duty round!the clock.. This enables
the l^aiMc^g^PiSfsc^^t&^'dSliw^mtp^ whenever he^wishes whetherj.it i§ tbugq.'tq. tte
toilet, get un'dress^d for bed or!ha've his slbeping position changed, Fokus employees"a]sp

assist "hb'nie-helpers" whenever two people are heedbd to do heavy lifting or the Tike.
L"Mqreover, thehoine-help 'prbgramme cannot'easily firid the manpower needed^.to work on
'Weekends, which''iaik^s''that"*FoKjis personnel must' assume,'the, '.greater Rart, of the
worklbadifr"aj ! v*" •'-•"'-' rV-- ' ' -3 '

[«.• qi , •. -~- y',l:ks'; b»bi' . .;•: isrr:; * -^ 'irro-C 'ic-; nirxl
Several reasons

System of pefSonnel
personnel in between:" Most" important of all", the tenants themselves have found this



arrangemmt^to" be 'appropriate::"-fTKe••S^«^^fipM%§r^tf%as?*&lne6^f%lftfftakes more
direct care of his dwelling andnis" ser:vieeineedsjvs0me6ne who takes3 wherehe keeps his
clothes, what he wants to eat and so on. This makes it unnecessary to initiate every new
assistant in all the details. I^2£B:2S?I£t^':i£L'L tl. H^^SExir '. v?^"*•'"'• •*& '--> r.tv.ax;i

"Ano'ther^ea^Sn" *%9 that" they systefn-based '• oh persbhheT? who' comes""from outside
cduhterac3§'tendencies "toWards^ihstitutional th"inking'!;?^e. Tjy analogy "With"conSmitbaent
to-a hrbspltalf nursing home or'the'like;-'"' •• "^ r'"'-' xsqci-vbiBi trsrsr <=.•-?, itr,
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A third reason is that this system prevails on the handicapped person to assume
responsibility for himself. He knows how many service hours he cam get and must
allocate themproperly. •'-;"— '••••'• ?i.f. xui-s wc •('. sn-oeiar ~<-X' r-Er^ca.; a to (J- lasv :\,sZ
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An important aspect of the'full^-care service-'is the attitude of personnel.' Fokus sTfeff
must ber? open-minded and avoid -all tendahcies' to - treat the- handicapped person' as :a

;patient." lb is also necessary tO' show respect for the handicappedVright to 'independence
and to management;or his private affairs;- :--. - xx.- rx iss-z hsr sea-nil <s. f..-'a»r3s^a>'«*is

..-•>'!-•t? -jisr x rfi r£ie '<: pen es.rei!Oo ;x- ss^jaci os i;c>'.>r LaD^-ii,: »r? .s-.csicxs sJdjBflt^asTtvj
c>Ae major ^functionfor the.severely disabled' is the ride5service.- A" weH-functiOhing^ride
service is necessary if-the handicappedjperson is going to be able -to engage'ih different
activites offered by the community and tdsget into contact' with others. .The ride'serviee
is being built up. Although in operation at all localities where Fokus is active, it hais not
yet developed in sdmeyp'laees tb^the desired fe^tent.»''One trouble1" with'the fide service is

fethatit is^avatilable m severa*l0calitie¥'6hly at ttmited^timeS df theaay;-" ">rh ^r "^'^^
.?nrvxo xt'^rax';;:^". j.e'i 2jj liflw

Earlier Situation of the Tenants

An analysis of the situation for handicapped persons before they moved to Fokus
apartments discloses that about 34% came from the neighbourhood, while 66% were from
other localities. Most of the handicapped, 48%, had formerly lived with their parents,
while 24% had been at institutions, nursing homes, chronic-care clinics or the like.

After moving into the Fokus units the handicapped took greater part in work and studies.
Here, however, there was a time lag, which reflected the difficulties of finding jobs
during the short period that the programme had been in operation. Even so, 45% were in
employment or eudcation one year after moving in.

The Fokus dwellings made it possible for more handicapped to move together to form
together families with handicapped or non-handicapped persons. 36% of the tenants
cohabitated or were married.

Of the handicapped tenants 77% were tied to wheelchairs. More than half needed help
with dressing and undressing, and one-third with the daily hygiene. Nearly one in five
(28%) needed help to change sleeping positions during the night.

Thus the handicapped tenants in Fokus apartments comprise a group of severely disabled,
who are utterly dependent on a full-care service that functions round the clock. The
Fokus programme has enable them to live a more active and independent life under
secure conditions. Moreover, the programme also permits the handicapped person to
settle down wherever he likes, He is no longer shut in by provincial boundaries. He may
dispose of his dwelling on the same terms as others and personal service is guaranteed to
him. As a result he is also given new opportunities for employment, education and
lesiure activities.

As a tenant of Fokus the handicapped person derives special benefits. For some tenants
the Fokus apartment becomes a step in the rehabilitation process leading to a more
ordinary dwelling. Because of the Society's nationwide activity, a tenant is also enabled
to move from the Fokus locality to another, which brings him closer to friends and
relatives or to places with better job openings. During the vacation season, moreover, a
Fokus tenants may switch flats temporarily with a handicapped person at another
locality. Both then enjoy access to the home welfare service at the new "holiday



resort". The -tenant may;„alsq.rprovide,gues>.accomaiondation over -a: weekend tor^ sexto
another handicapped person, who likewise^qualilies.for; service..-.: ; ,-;i- « •t_

--".^ -,?. xx • .. '."ir x xxn;.. . » --bu. ex. . .r.~ c? bar- -, •-. '.: "rai.»» ar. Jsriv; ta&ti,oJo
Problems of the Severely Disabled; A Community Concern i\i •.#£ «;x x &j ;n£.l3iae

...The Fokus programme, togethes with the investigations that, Fokus has sponsoredj;proves
s.that the severely disabled in need qf constant pare are a;small, -neglected group*,-.Megt: of
them have been handicapped from birth, whiqh accounts -for dpfiqienciesTnUv their
education, and after finishing school many have been reduced to living on disability

^pensions, rros-jsq b-x v. "Xitr: ~.r'-. arc airv*-c s.'-v-r - x;: xx -; r:.-e<---- b-urx .-.

Each year 40 or so handicapped persons in Sweden may be expected to enter a situation
which generates the need of a dwelling with service according to the Fokus system. So
far, their, problems-have not; received, attention from .the-body politic, which is more

5 inclined tq deal witb the most -acute cases.: by commitals to nursing-institutions: or
chronicTTcare ; clinics*, r -,-None the -:• less, FokuSr has. shown with-itsx programme that
arrangements to house and care for severely disabled persons are -indeed feasible at very
reasonable expense. These persons need no longer be constrained to stay on in parental

5. homes or; become inmates :of institutions. These {.handicapped, too, deservei the righb and
the opportunities to;a>home of;their own, cAlthough;the. Fokus.solution opens new vistas
for-the severely disabled,'it is alsoan advantageous solutionifor the community.
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i, The communtiy jn^sValsqcassume^re.spi^sibij^ftBfca satisfy the illegitimate demands of the

severely handicapped group here at.issue, demandfr for homes.4hey caui »call: their own as
well as for guaranteed service.
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For more than 20 years Community ServiceVolunteers has provided young people
with opportunities for full-time voluntary community work. Traditionally,
placements are with groups in institutions or with organisations. Abrecebt
development is the One to One scheme in which volunteers work with physically
handicapped people in theirown homes, enablingthem to-lead-independent;' near-
normal lives in the community-with CSVs to -compensate for.their physical
disabilities. Volunteer director l^larion-Janner describes the aims and scope ofthe
One to One scheme and, its implications for, housing, servicer-;-,~, i.^.;- •-•

CSVs One to One volunteers work for,a
minimum of four months, extendable to
six, in return for pocket money, board arid ;
lodgingand travellingexpenses. Along with
a monthly £45;-Q0 per volunteer placementx
fee to CSV, these; expenses are generally :
met by the volunteer user's..local social.,
services department, or other appropriate
statutory or voluntary: organisation, -
through which all One to One applications"
must be channelled.vTheyalynteer user ••
might contribute to the cost of having,,
volunteers out of their salary or attendance
allowance.

Because all" One t6 One' 'projects'Sr
are people, >with;a'wide!variety.of1ifestyles;
ages and disabilities,; jt; is-,. difficult;--Cdr-..-
generalise about volunteers' working and
living arrangements. However, about Half ^
of the One to One volunteers dbnbtlive in
the volunteer "usepsbbbferbuixTh a'focal"
setting such as a staff flat in an old people's
home. Permutations of livingarrangements,
both existing™-, and potential,, .will be,
discussed later in the article. ,."."+'*"'-'

The volunteers" are young" — mainly
between IS and '22; — -unqualified -arid""
untrained in matters concerning disabllityx
and most have never worked with

physically , handicapped-people -before,,,-
However, the physical care aspect o( One .
to One work is almost never a" problem,
either for the volunteecbr the user. Many -'-'
of the benefits of this arrafigeme'nt-^whicbx
of course is not suitable for every physically
handicapped person); lip in precisely this-,
feature. The volunteer acts * is a
"facilitator", as if they were a working
extension of the CSVQsWrperformihg'tbe"
physical tasks that the disbled people
cannot manage for themselves. These
include elements of physical rcare,.,( often
erroneously perceived as '-nursing duties)
such as dressing, washing and toileting, and
may involve housework driving and acting
as amenuensis. The volunteers may also bex.
needed to provide social support for the
volunteer user, particularly if their
placement is part of the rehabilitation
process —perhaps after a recent, disabling
accident, or after many years in an
institution.

The aim of the scheme for the-users is
to enable them to lead the independent
lifestyle they choose, preferably che one
they would pursue were they not disabled.
As they have people acting as their arms
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and legs. — generally two or more
volunteers working a rota for each user —

"at least theoretically- there are almost no
activities which are barred to them. In

•practice* however; even the most willing..;,
.and strapping, qf volunteers might be
. plaunted'by the prospect ofseveral flights of

steep Stairs! This scheme is sufficiently
'flexible" to' encompass" people with"very
different needs and lifestyles. Whether-they

n-are students;, elderlypeople; people livingg |
rwith their .families, singie parents or single,-.
people, they will all share the desire to
remain in, or perhaps move into, theirown

-homes in the'Community.'andto continue'"
i>tti€' activities;'fthey want to, -.be they'.
>. professional,-domestic, or recreational.- $\.&

.'jq CSV; <it sbouldnpt be forgotten, is anr
organisation, pqneerned with volunteers, .

. ana if would' fee 'wrong to ignore the
- volunteers"'aims or motivations; Again; itTs

difficult to generalise, since they too-come
from very different backgrounds: perhaps

.._, they..have^ four-months to spare before
" taking, up. their, first job and they want, tp ,.

participate 1H away that they are unlikely to
'be ' able •' to '"'do 'm 'the ' future, whether '"

becaUseiodimitatiortS-oftinle dnfinance: or-
they may want experience relevant to a

' sqcial-worJcqualification, Many applyto,be.
.. CSys because they do, not,know what, they '
' want to do in.the future, and this isone way
:"6f eriab'lihg them' t'6 do interesting and11
enjoyable x: work ?whicb is -also ?6fe
considerable and very tangible benefit to
-others,,--- T.,?:) :-,<• .. ;,..~:,,.,- ...;:, :v,7;t.';

Given this background, various
implications fqr appropriate . housing
become apparent- What are'the -mainc":
housing criteria for the volunteer users.'
The answer to this is probably a wish to live
as, .normal a^ife.a'sppssible.bn an.ordinary,
(suitably adapted!, house or flat." in. an

'-ordinary street of their choice. "
In order to be able to do this, they

"need the' support of carers, .in,thisitease-x
volunteers. They need the volunteers to be
near enough to them to be on call for any
unexpected eventualities, but they also
need' there 'to be sufficient distance

between to provide everyone wich some
privacy and independence.

ex;x This, consideration xs also very...
important to the volunteers. A One co One
relationship is necessarily an intense one.
and its insularity needs to be diffused. The
emotional demands, in particular, on the

bKx D':

volunteers, mean that they need to have
'their own rooms-for their-off-duty times.

One of the main problems when their
rooms are simply others in the volunteer
yser's house, .is that it. is; difficult for the
volunteers to draw a-distinction between
working and off-duty hours. Another is that
•it-makes it difficult for the volunteers to
regardsheir rooms as their own territory,
ratherthan an integral part of the volunteer
user's home.. ,
' Volunteers also "want their accom
modation to be close to, but separate from,
the volunteer user's, for the sake of
convenience. Given-xthexchoice, most
volunteers would rather have a walk of
seconds, rather than minutes, to their
work; everyone, including social services
departments, appreciates savings in
transport costs and the:increase and safety
that ,j;is ;afforded , when -volunteers'
accommodation isplose by. ...

... Jnejdeal housing situation, therefore,
for physically handicapped people who
need constant assistance from: carers, has
been found to be an independent, self-'
contained,, house or flat attached to the
volunteer-user's^ This may be,,next door, or

, above, the. user's, accommodation, and
preferably physically accessible to them.
Alternatively, volunteers may also be
housed a few doors or streets away. This
maybe particularly appropriate if there is a

. core of volunteers acting.,, as carers for
several people living nearby.

This latter arrangement isverysimilar
to the *Fokus"'housing schemes in
Scandinavia,- arid the1 existing English
version,)— at the;Spastics Society, Neath

• Hill, in Milton Keynes. However, there are
limitations to those schemes where a
central group of care attendants support

"•disabled people living in wheelchair
r hbuslng, integrated with mobility housing.

A-brief outline :pf some of the difficulties
•may help to .illuminatealternative features
in the One to One scheme.

1 Fokus-type schemes provide a fuller
degree of support for the more severely

'•'--^handicapped '"• than those housing
schemes which make no provision for
carers. However, their care attendants

pnly^PTPK'de . "in-house" care. This
irfevreabiy' restricts what the disabled

"'"' '• person rcan do outside their home.
2 Physically handicapped people also have

.-: their choice pf accommodatipn limited
by the location of particular schemes.

3 Some care attendant schemes in Europe
place additional restrictions on the
disabled'people by first making them

' request th'e help-they need in advance,
because the care attendants are situated
some.miles from their homes.

4 They may only do the things that the
clients cannot do for themselves, so
even if it takes a client three hours to
prepare a meal, their ultimate ability



precludes care attendants from helping
with the tasks.

5 Finally, an aspect of living in this type pf
housing scheme, which their residents
find mpst unpalatable, isthe fact that it is
classified as Part III accommodation (or
its European equivalent). The financial
as wellas social implications of this.n.eed:.
not be elabprated pn here.

Of cpurse, the One to One scheme is
not without its own difficulties. One of the
main administrative ones is that there is
often no "community care" budget out of
which the local authorities can-pay for the
volunteers. This produces varroasT-dminl-""
strative delays or anpmalies such as
volunteers being financed put pf such
categpries->asxhome helps", br even "aids
(withput an e) and adaptatipns".

Problems also arise when the
prospective volunteer user is in residential
care and being financed by a local authority
different from that pf the institution. If he
or she wishes to move out to live
independently in that area, their home
authority issgejierajly: ndt §fepzrje£££jrtjtf_
for thetF'-fious'e "or tFe costs of their
volunteers. Their new Ipcal authprity is

-often very reluctant tp accept resppnsibility
for providing this finance. Their financial
commitments _tq thedisabled peopleJiving:
in their area" Can" be"seen as multiplying
considerably* ifs-the,s residents; -of -the
institution become independent residents
in their communities.

Hpwever, disabled pepple want the
same range pf chpice pf accpmmpdatipn as
the able-bpdied. Maybe they want to live in
a flat or a hpuse, in the tpwn pr in the
cpuntryside, alpne, with friends, with
family, in grpup hpmes, in a' residential
institutipn or- -jn -an, integrated; hpujing'„

,^cheme..--Tbe#-:housing:-'needs "canh'bt~be~
seen in a vacuum, bu must be related tp the
wider neighbpurhppd in which they liver,
They need access tp neighbours-homes,'"
shpps, offices, public transport, and all
other amenities. Obviously, this is more
feasible when.thebousing-scheme is being
designed from scratch, but these benefits

.are -then ..-offset- &y -"*limitations- of•
separateness. .,,..

«- '•'•'• In order to-have* a realistic choice of
accommodation, disabled people need to
have viable alternatives. Some alternative
care arrangements have been discussed
already. The two main relevant services
other than One_ to One ..in England, are.
Crossroads >*and- the-Leonard Cheshire1'
Familv Support Service. Both, are/up onthe =

-bJsis^.rifeYJng.care^
ofhours each week, by doing thetasks they
would otherwise do, such as physical care,
shopping .and housewoi?|cThi'sbprovides a
very important and flexible service,
^specially for people rwho'do^ rfqt#ieeel •
constant physical help in prder tp live
independently; BW-likeS the1 "F okfcSs"' and
similar schemes, these.twoservic.es provide „
pnly"ih-h6tise" care,' and 'afe'rtiaihly for '

disabled pepple livingwith their families, pr
some other fprm pf existing support.

Tp cpnclude, here are three
contrasting housing arrangements for.
disabled people using One to One CSVs.
One volunteer user fives with her young

.".son.in a^tihr^^b^r^Omadapted house ona
"cpuriciT estate in Moss-side, Manchester,

with the support of three CSVs. There are
;: bedrooms for the.aser and her son, and for
"the" one'"volunteer who sleeps in the

vplunteer user's hpuse. The vplunteers
have .an pff-bu^y base in a flat in a focal
authority pldp'ebple's home several miles
vaway, Th^p10^ .serious disadvantage this
arrangement poses is the alarming number

l of [assaults that-;have been committed on
the volunteers when they have been
travelling between their flat and their work.

^AVthese volunteers are all female, their
vulnerability is dramatically increased.

This risk has been completely
eliminated-.on j,.project in Birmingham,
where the accommodation was designed
,and fxecHtedbyalocal hpusing association.

" The vpTunteer" user and her husband live
dpwn_stairs,;-and ike volunteers have a self-
contained flat upstairs. The main drawback

^of thispartifetffar design is that while it is
veryconvenient for the vplunteers tp get tp

'ihe-vblubteer user, she cannot visit them,
.since there ,^-,00;^ tp get her wheelchair
upstairs.'
^ • ^Anoth|t!J:type pf living arrangement
which is quite common is when vplunteers
and user share the pne hpuse. This has its
drawbacks,,.as neither party has_a bolt hole,

--and' cprri'munaH'living often creates
t tensjons. Additionally, this does tend to
Jcompromise ' the user's feeling of
-independence.'Recently, we have started a

~-pF©jeet-where~theliving arrangements are
probably the mpst satisfactpry. In this case
the vplunteers live in an adjacent unit tp the
disabled':'person; "and both units are
accessible tp the..CSV user. When the

X-q^sabfedjpprsbnjs.renting accpmmodation,
fpr example, Jrqrn ,a hpusing association,
merrthey have'the-tenancy pn their own
.unit, . jqd . .the„ local social services

"department which'sponsors the CSV takes
;.,the.tenan.cy.qn che'CSV's living unit

" For too ' long the now politically
t fashionable-,mo.YEc.cp cpmmunity care has

been alrqpst synonymous with mothers or
wives staying at home to care for the
disabled member of the family. The One to

-"One vschemes "ts-one respprise to an
enormous need.for-flexible schemes which

;:.^eriab1ebaiLSc43£-&f-pepple with many types
pf disability to Jive.: in whatever type pf
accpmmbdatrph"" they feel is mpst

: appropriate, for them. Our experience has
shpwn that where there is a need for

. constant .support- from carers who are not
relatives, there is a concommitant need for
suitable hbusifig;a"rra:ngements which gives
the disabled person and the carers bpth

r.p/qxJmity.tP.-anbprivacy frpm each other.
As local authorities andhpusing asspciatipns
recpgnise this need and design and build
accprdingly, many mpre people will be able
to enjoy the benefit pf an independent life
in the cpmmunity.

Left: The volunteer performs the physical tasks
that the disabled person cannot manage for
themselves. (Photograph: Iftikhar Awan)
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Scull, A. T. '~x:-.~...:.-_. .,.,„..;.. .ii;.

Decarceration

Prentice-Hall, New Jersey. 1977

(critique of community care policies. Thought provoking analysis of uneasy"
alliance between abolitionists and mbrietarists-. i A cautionary tale) • V}>

• -.• •< -,.,-' -' c '
Highly recommended ..••'
, ;• ?-••. -.. . ,-. .» . :-.. — - :

Kay, S. ' ;

"Group Homes: innovative provision based on client need, or low cost alternative

to residential care;?" ,,- •,.-.- .,'„

Essay submitted on the M.A./C.Q.S.W. course at Warwick University 1981/1982.

(might be of interest to those engaged.in group home development).

Highly recommended •-' ?~



GROVE ROAD HOUSING SCHEME - SUTTON IN ASHFIELD

1. Origins and Aims

The inspiration for the scheme originated with physically handicapped people whose
primary aim was to create the conditions whereby they could get married and lead
lives integrated into the community, enjoying the same rights and responsibilities
as ordinary citizens.

2. Objectives

The severity of their handicaps would, in the absence of family help, place the
people concerned at risk of institutional care. Since the aim of the scheme is
generally counter-institutional in character, brief reference to some of the basic
features found in institutions for the physically handicapped is necessary as a
preface to the main objectives:

(i) Institutions disable physically impaired people by taking them out of the
community and aim to cater for their physical needs in batches, under the
same roof and under the same regime.

Thus the scheme had to be physically blended into the local community and
cater for handicapped tenant's needs in the privacy of their own homes and
in a way which supported their individuality.

(ii) Institutions are provided ostensibly because local domicilary services, by
themselves, are insufficiently comprehensive and flexible to meet the
physical needs of severely handicapped people in the community.

Thus the community based alternative scheme had to embody a system of
help sufficient to make up for the deficiencies in locally available services
in meeting tenants physical needs.

(iii) Institutions have paid staff who organise and provide help which is
theoretically available to inmates all the time whether or not it is wanted
by, or appropriate to their real needs.

Thus the help provided in the scheme should correspond to the help needed.
Handicapped tenants will best know their own physical needs, but since the
dependency situation involves a relationship between the helper and the
helped, the organisation of actual and anticipated care should be a co
operative effort. Payment for help given should not be controlled by any
outside body.

(iv) Institutions are dependency oriented. Staff see themselves in a primary
helping role and inmates as the dependent recipients of care.
Comprehensive aids to individual independence are rarely provided - or, if
provided, used - by either inmates or staff.

Thus the scheme should be oriented towards the independence of
handicapped tenant's. Helpers should see themselves primarily in a
supporting role. Aids and equipment should be provided, as available and
appropriate.

(v) Institutions occasionally allow inmates opportunities to present limited
views on aspects of organisation. But democratic participation in areas
where inmates can usefully contribute is often actively discouraged.

Thus maximum opportunity should be afforded to all tenants to bring their
personal resources into the scheme and actively participate and exercise
effective control over a living situation which has potential for a strong
sense of community. B



4.

Concept

The aim and objectives are planned to be realised through the provision of three
ground floor flats speciaUy designed and equipped for physicaUy handicapped
tenants, in conjunction with three first floor flats for able-bodied 'supporting
families' who wiU co-operate together in supplementing locaUy available
domiciliary services in meeting handicapped tenants needs.

Co-operative Principles

A substantial degree of co-operation between the initiators, the Housing
Association's architect, the local authority, potential tenants and others has
brought into being a building which embodies the above concept.

Continuing co-operation is seen to be necessary between the tenants representative
body and the Housing Association, while the scheme is in operation. The function
of each of the parties hi matters such as tenant participation in management and
the provision of services, should be clearly defined. It is felt the Association
should accept the need to advise and support tenants through access to their
specialised managerial/technical skiUs.

FuU inter-tenant co-operation is prerequisite to the smooth running and long term
stability of the scheme for the following reasons:

(1) To meet known and anticipated handicapped tenants needs within the
context of a scheme which secures no one in particular fuU-time source of
help - and where help will be required intermittantly over the course of the
day.

(ii) To make maximum use of the opportunity to reduce pressure on supporting
families, by spreading the load as efficiently as possible. This wiU increase
flexibility of opportunitity for supporting families to pursue their own
interests within the limitations of their undertaking to provide necessary
support.

Co-operation between tenants and the local/area health authority services
wiU be a continuing responsibility.

5. Tenant Responsibility

A high degree of co-operation at a number of levels - some particularly personal -
wiU characterise the concept in operation.

It is considered essential that potential tenants should display an understanding of
and commitment to the special undertakings and levels of co-operation in the
scheme.

The Tenancy Agreement should incorporate a statement which makes plain tenants
responsibilities for fuU inter-cooperation in maintaining a satisfactory level of
help.

6. Continuity of Help

Given such a substantial degree of inter-tenant co-operation, disagreement
between tenants could lead to breaks in the continuity of support. A framework
within which disagreements can be approached has been suggested as a basis for
democratic discussion within the Tenants Group (7.). The procedure which emerges
wiU need to be agreed with the Housing Association.

The tiers of support listed overleaf indicate the extent of a faU-back in the event
of care failure.



Continuity of Help (continued)

,'i) Participation bv physically handicapped tenants in the development of good
design and the incorporation of the right aids and equipment in the scheme,
will lead them to maximise their own potential for independence. Their
own self-sufficiency will be the first line of support.

Home Helps and Community Nurses provided as part of the locaUy
available domiciliary services.

Three supporting families co-operating to give help act covered by (i) and
iii above.

Voluntarv supDort co-ordinated through a 'local liaison committee' or a sub
committee of the Tenants Group. WRVS support has been agreed in
principle bv the local District Organiser.

Relatives and friends, some of whom live close to the scheme.

Selective hire of an agency nurse in conjunction with financial help
appropriate to the individual circumstances of handicapped tenants.

u'

nr

VI'

Tenants Group

Given the ability and desire of some tenants to participate more actively than
others, it is nevertheless considered important that seme degree of participation
should be accepted bv all tenants in matters relating to management/organisation
of help in the scheme. Involvement in, and ^identification with the scheme will be
kev features in the development of strong community spirit. A direct democratic
basis to the Group's operations should be possible given the small number and
proximity of the units - and this basis will help prevent control lying with a small
minority.

The Association should accept the Tenants Group or elected officers thereof) as
the representative bodv in its official dealings and consultations with the scheme.

Seme of the mere important aspects of the Group's activities which can be forseen
are:-

.- To discuss the need for a Constitution which properly defines the Group's
functions.

ii' To act as the medium through which the organisations of day to day
routines of help can take place.

iii'' To act as the medium of mutual education of common needs and
dif faculties arising out of the dependency situation.

iv Agree on a framework for the handling of possible intertenant for external)
disputes including provision for independent arbitration.

v To set up an agreed system of payment for help given and received.

vi To consider the need for setting up a Sub-Committee, involving links with
local support sources.

vii' To monitor the progress of the scheme.

-f- Reprinted by kind permission of K. Davis.
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QUOTES Oi: IIOUSIUG TAREN FROM THE TETRAPLEGIC CURVES "

"As I './as unable to ne looked after at hone when I left Stoke

I went to a Cheshire Home. The effect on my morale was terrible."

"The hardest thing was trying to remain living independently and
bringing my children up who were six and_ nine years old at the
time of the accident. After ny. husband left the difficulty
was finding living in help. I have now overcome this during
the last six months after finding out, through television,
about Community Service Volunteers."

"Being tetraplegic has made me totally dependent on my mother,
my social life is limited."

"I am lucky in that my mother has devoted her life to caring
for me, but she is now 76 and I can see the time coming './hen
I shall have to go into residential care.."

"Housing and after care are two of the most important points
in my opinion."

"It has broken my mother's heart and prematurely aged her -
instead of having an able bodied caring daughter for her old
age, the roles are reversed and v/e both worry about trying to
care for each other."

"The main problem I find is the right sort of care and the time
given. I am now due to move into a house in South London which
will have four CSVs living in to assist in any way needed,
organised by a charity called SHAD. When I move into the house
I shall have total freedom to do all I want and need."

"I think a wife of complete tetraplegics should be classed as
fully employed and insured against iniry and have time off
and holidays free from responsibility."

"The good things are that I met my wife, and am happy that I
am living within a family rather than in a disabled unit where
I was living before my marriage. Problems - getting somewhere
to live when I decided to leave the disabled unit, i.e. finding
a council prepared to put us on their housing list. Then the
problem was trying to purchase the bungalow under the Right
to 3uy.Act."



"The worst thing', is getting about - I live in a village and
I have to rely on my father to take me any place I want to
go. I think my parents could do with some help from time to
time or a place for me to go to give them a rest."

"Two major areas of concern are a. employment, which is
difficult to obtain despite my qualifications and b. being
reliant on my wife for personal care, when the opportunities
for relieving this burden do not exist, at least to suit
the convenience of me and m^ wife."

"Personal care is difficult to find and receive on a continuous
basis. Relief help is almost impossible to find. It is
impossible to fulfil roles in the accepted sense, e.g. being
a wife and mother. The change requires a great deal of adap
tability on the part of the disabled family and their family
and friends. It seems to me that most of the above problems
result from the fact that disabled people are not integrated
into societv."

"I have to live away from home and can only get home at weekends
I am due to go home for good when the council build an extension
but that could be some time, and when I do it means my mum
might have to give up her job, which she doesn't want and
can't afford."

"I feel I could be more independent, but I hold down a demanding
full-time job and would rather have assistance so that I can
work than be fully independent and using all ny time to get
dressed and undressed. My distant dream is my own place one
day - I live with my family at present. I believe I could cope
in a well designed, gadget infested kitchen."

"The worst aspect of my life now is having to continually battle
in my attempt to live a relatively normal and personal
life in here, because although physically it is in many ways
suitable for me, it is also the most patronising, undemocratic
'warehousing' institution imaginable."

tfa



THE NORTH BRITISH HOUSING ASSOCIATION LIMITED

HOUSING FOR THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED AT WATLING STREET ROAD, PRESTON ^
NOW W> G^e/oWOn

1. INTRODUCTION ^—•

The North British Housing Association Limited have for many years
developed schemes specifically for the elderly and more recently the
mentally disordered. Prompted initially by The International Year for
Disabled Persons, attention was drawn within the Association to the needs

for the physically handicapped within the community. This interest was
heightened by a request from the Greater Manchester Council for Voluntary
Services to Housing Authorities working within the North West, to consider
providing a housing scheme for physically disabled on a similar basis to
the Milton Keynes version of the Swedish 'Fokus' scheme.

2. SCHEME CONCEPT

The Association was proposing to develop a housing scheme of 131
dwellings at Watling Street Road, Preston. The scheme is on a flat site
and in a location which had many advantages for the disabled. Realising
the opportunity offered by the development, six ground floor flats were
identified for re-design to render them suitable for occupation by a
wheelchair confined person.

Care support would be provided by Community Service Volunteers (CSV'si
who would be resident on site. A large family dwelling was identified for
re-design to produce furnished single person accommodation.

To allow reasonable integration, all remaining dwellings with ground
floor accommodation are to be built to mobility standards to allow entry
for visiting by disabled persons-. Hence the scheme proposed is aimed at
permitting severely disabled persons to live, with the necessary support,
within and as part of the community.

3. PARTIES TO THE PROJECT

Early consultations between the three parties to the project, N.B.H.A.,
C.S.V. and Social Services Department, were concerned in securing funds to
meet operational costs for the project from the Social Service budget.
Approval from the Social Services Committee was secured at an early date,
due in part to a general acknowledgement that financial savings could be
made should clients currently in residential units, being supported
financially by Social Services, be included in this project.

The annual cost of theC.S.V. support, including the cost of theC.S.V.
accommodation will be met by Lancashire Social Services Department,
supplemented by payments from the six residents from their special allowances.

Once funds had been secured for this project, consultations were
arranged on a regular basis to establish and maintain links and to define
areas of responsibility.
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4. IDENTIFICATION OF CLIENTS

Total nomination rights were granted to the Social Services department
by N.B.H.A. with regard to the identification and selection of clients for
the six units contined within the scheme:

Social Services department are to adopt the following criteria when
selecting clients, firstly the scheme should accommodate Prestonians, secondly
the principle aim of the project is to take persons out of residential units,
be they Local Authority Part III institutions, or independent homes provided'
by such foundations as the Cheshire Homes. The next category of person for
consideration would be those identified by afield Social Worker and who is
currently living within the Community and who is likely to be admitted into
Part III or similar type accommodation within the near future. A typical
example would be a single physically handicapped person living with aged parents,

Prior to offering any client a unit it is proposed that for a period of
some two to three weeka, the prospective client attend Sharoe Green House,
where a short 'rehabilitation' programme has been devised to assist persons
who previously may have very little experience of anything but instituionalised
life. The short rehabilitation programme covers such topics as home management
budgeting, cooking etc.

5. DEGREE OF CARE

Care support would mainly be provided by the Community Service Volunteers
who will be resident on the scheme. Dependent upon the needs of individual
clients it is envisaged that, initially, a team of eight CSV's will be required
and these will be resident in one house on the development. A 24 hour emergency
communication system is to be installed which will link the disabled persons
dwellings and the CSV accommodation. The CSV work on a one to one programme
working with individuals rather than being attached in a more general way to
organisations or institutions. The CSV view the disabled persons as the expert
in their own care, and act in the main as working extensions, doing on behalf
of their client all the things which they are unable to do for themselves.

The care support needs of individual clients would be met by the CSV on
a 'rota* basis, supplemented as necessary and appropriate by the Social Services
Department and Area] Health Authority.

6. ADAPTATION WORKS CARRIED OUT IN UNITS

The six ground floor units identified for the project are scattered
within the development, all units have been designed to meet the wheelchair
housing criteria and other related design circulars [DOE/WO Circular 74/74
120/74 and HDD Occasional Paper 2/74].

Furthermore, each unit (except one where planning permission was refused)
is to be provided with a carport, this is aimed at assisting clients mobility.

The detailed design of the dwellings has been carried out in close liaison
with an occupational therapis, social workers and individual wheelchair users.
The final 'fitting out' of the dwellings will be designed around the particular
needs of the identified occupants.
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7. FURTHER INFORMATION

Further information on the scheme can be obtained by contacting one
of the following:-

Bernard Gallagher, Regional Housing Manager, The North British Housing
Association Limited, Unicentre, Lord's Walk, Preston PRl 1DP.

David Halpin, Lancashire Social Services Department, Moor Lane Day
Centre, Moor Lane, Preston.



HC1L - F'Sl Housing/Care Programme,

INTRODUCTION

P81 is an approach to Independent Living put forward by a. group of
disah Ied peop Ie inost Iy res ident at the Le Court Cheshir-e Horne.

The members of the F'Sl Management Committee ares-

J o h n E v ans C h a.ir m en

Phi 1if» Mas-on Secretary
Phi 1ip Sco11 Treasurer

Liz Bri ggs

Peter Wade Trustee Cheshire Foundation

Neil S latter Spinal Injuries Association Management Committee
T ad P o Ik o'.'.' s k i

John Lambert

•Julian Crowder Le Court Management Committee
0rsham Thomas Le Court Mana.gement Comm i11ee

All the foregoing ar-a severely disabled.

Ann Parkes General Manager., L.C.F. Housing Association
•Judith Cowley Senior Advisor Disability & Rehabilitation, Hampshire

This group is wholly responsible for all operations of the scheme.

0ur concern is with those severely disab Ied peop Ie who cannot exist
without daily personal care assistance, ie. help with washing,-
dressing, toiletting.. cooking.. etc.. This need has;.. until :.j^t-y
recently, meant one of two alternatives: care from parents/spouse or
c ane f rom staff in an inst itut ion.

We hope to help change this situation by making it possible for
severely disabled people to live where and how they choose, something
that is taken for granted by the able-bodied.

PS1 has; been in existence for three years. We have been working with
our fellow disabled friends, statutory authorities, concerned charities
and the Housing Corporation to try and enable severe ley disabled
people to move into homes of their choosing, provided by a. housinot
association, and with personal care needs being met by Domiciliary Care
proMi ded by the Loca. I Author ity.

These aims involve changing attitudes and practices. This is
beginning to happen:- "Care in the Community", a. DHSS Consultative
Document, July 1981, "Most people who need long term care can and
should be looked after in the community. This is what most of them
want for themselves..." However, in practice there is little evidence
of this appt-oa.ch.

Our major task has; been and will continue to be the practical details
involved in implementing this. It is up to us to demonstrate how one
actually brings about INDEPENDENT LIVING. That is, enabling the
disab Ied person to rea Iise the ir asp irations in a. manner compat ib Ie
with the means and resources avai lable.
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Besides the obvious humanitarian arguements, there ana sound economic
reasons for the change. This aspect is most heavily featured in the
Pro mot ion o +' Inde pen den t L i',j in g in the U SA. G in i Laur ie c o mmente d i n
the Rehabilitation Gazette, 1973:- "Millions of dollars ana being
was-ted in ma.i nta.i n ing severe 1ey di sah led people in hospi ta Is and
nursing homes all over the world. A majority of these could live
happily and productively in the community for a. fraction of the cost of
any institution if some assistance were provided."

To be succesful '.ue had to become as we 1I informed as- the experts and so
we embarked upon an extensive research program in the UK, Denmark,
Sweden, Holland and the USA. <Our Chairman John Evans, went on a. six
week tour of the USA looking at their Independent Living Movement. ':>
Besides iricreasin-n the knowledge and experience of the group, we have
had many opportunities to share our endeavors both nationally, "CNaidex
81 ".> and internat iona. 1Iy . (EEC Independent L iv ing Sem inan , Brusse Is.
VIF C o n feren c e, f'1u n ic h. >

The idea that severely disabled people should be removed to residential

institutions in order to obtain the personal care they reguire is still
prevelant. In Britain this remains the dominant opinion and practice
amongst the Medical and Caring Professionals aided by the Concerned
Charities. From the earliest days we have had to combat this opinion.

We h a.<-.>e met w ith representa.t ives of the Soc ia. I Serv ices in Hampsh ire
and ha.ve obta.i ned an agreement in pr inc ip Ie from the D ir-ector of Socia 1

Services, that they wi 11 seek to provide the Care Support necessary for
a. severely disabled person to live independently in the community
u.iithin this anaa..

We have also arranged through a housing association, the purchase of a.
bungalow in Cowplain, Hampshire, for one of our severely disabled
members, who wi 11 rent the property and so be able to move out of
Residential Care iminently. This we trust will be the first of many
such successes.

The housing association has; also purchased another property in
Southampton to house two more members and some able bodied tenants.
In this instance, according to the wishes of the future occupants, it-
is intended that the property be sub divided into bed-sits, while other
ane as at-e c o m m u naily s h anad.

The Future.

Our primary task will be to establish those members of our group who
wish to live outside the Residential Institution (four- people at this
time'.'•• , in homes of their choosing with the ap>propriate Cane Support.
We shall also continue our researches and offering our expei—fcise and
experience to any who seek it.

It is hoped that the operation of P81 will be something that other
severely disabled people can copy, forming a bridge from Institutional
Care to Independent Living and also, helping as many as possible to
avoid having to enter such establishments in the first place.





Target: The Severely Disabled -ASmall. Neglected Group

S^frS^ilSn^dJ^?. Fa°kUS Tl ""^ °f ^^ P«~and personal assistance "order tc^ewiVtf^*J* »»**•»• technical equipmentdressing and undressing, visi^o £2^SgSZSJg. "" ^ ^ "
b '̂ttecfaT SLff8" °f dWeUingS md the cWta environment were drawn for Fokus

clothing to\S2iTS e'c"e™f nTV^ USe '" OTerS«>d«. «« «>e car. of

^ -us jiruuuce^. oy •uerUiSioraeruri£?2^?f-sfk RamA»M*.i-. r ». v u u r-. ,

A fundamental principle of Fokus planning is that every tenant .h.ll !,._ t.i
apartment. A sinvle -.n™™».- .. every renant snail have his own
like, cannot be .roentl/^^ ' e'en 'f e^uiPPe<1 wi"> «'chen facilities and the
probleuT All urdts^e owid T'",^ Solu'io°,°bth- ^icapped persons housing
—mendationrurarup^ -

sr t r^rict-m^rt^:%!^r^j^sssrs^s?
n«mgs are ^U^^^^S^^^^J^t-.An interior

handicapped person can move "eTy "The room iZn S^ET??- '° ""' ""

on-nu.y personnel hy interim. As arule, tottne ^JXZT^^U^lt '°
fenants^aS^r''8 'n'0" c°mm°"™ «P««». Those facilities are open to all
»d com™„.TT ^ """ ^ "on-1'a«i«PPed. There are recreation rooms w«h TV setsand communal dmmg rooms w.th kitchen for those who prefer to eat in theYay's



main meal in the company of others. Separate rooms are usually set aside for nhv«,.»itraining and exercise, each containing items of equipment7 3£to mdivSui

An adjunct of most Fokus units is a hygienic department, which has bathing equipment
especially adapted to the severely disabled, Many places also come wUhTsaSna
Separate provision is usually made for a clothing-care room in which suitable desired
washing machines, dryers and mangles are installed, Plans are in hand to build eLEes
for wheelchairs used outdoors. Wherever feasible parking stalls for car Le providedas
5£3^£££?^ *°ther CaS6S ^^ —• "' carport^^d
room" PerS°nnel are Pr°vided With staff rooms as well as with an office or on-duty

Fokus has striven to obtain central locations for its apartments wherever possible. This
makes it easier for the tenant to take part in community activities develoninterpersonal relations, do his own shopping, etc. acuviues, develop

The Full-Care Service - Scope and Organistion

^ a Sererel7 diSabl6d PerS°n haS been provided with a dwelling adapted to hishandicap it is just as important for him to enjoy a function-worthy personal service
The handicapped tenant in a Fokus unit will have that need met by Ihe Society's slaff'
over and above the service he may obtain from the public home-help programme

Many handicapped persons, especially the severely disabled, may need round-the-clock
oTwith d T WhiCh relal6 ^ llfe'S daUy rOUndS- ^ "°St salient needs haveUotcZ?rS*7n% UndreSSln§' ** with Personal hygiene, getting food and shopping.Moreover, the handicapped person who lives in his own dwelling needs help with cleaning

bedmakmg laundry etc Provided those tasks are not too heavy, many of them cZ be
nfl^T^ 7 f lVL °r by an°ther Service organisation. However, owing to theneed of the severely handicapped for 24 hour sevice as well as the size of assisting staff
required this programme differs from that traditionally associated with home nursing.
That is why we have elected to call our programme with full care service.

The starting point for any assessment of the need for such service must be what the
handicapped person can do on his own and the time it takes him to do it. Consideration
must also be given to all technical arrangements that can reduce the need for service
and make the handicapped less dependent on others for help.

Service for the handicapped is cast in organisation modes that differ slightly from one
l°cTnrl t0Han0th.er' ,™S reJ?ects the different Philosophies prevailinggamong countycouncils and municapilities The basic principle has been to allot the handicapped persol
as many hours of help from a home Samaritan as though he lived in a so-called
mterpersed invalid dwelling. County councils and municapilities have generally
maximised the number of hours at four per day. For the severely handicapped with
whom Fokus is concerned that is not enough. The vast majority must have access to
personnel who can help them at different times of the day. To be able to meet that
need the Fokus units employ personnel who are on duty round the clock. This enables
the handicapped person to recieve help whenever he wishes whether it is to go to the
toilet, get undressed for bed or have his sleeping position changed. Fokus employees also
assist home helpers whenever two people are needed to do heavy lifting or the like
Moreover, the home-help programme cannot easily find the manpower needed to work on
worklTad5' mSanS F°kUS perSonnel must assume ^e greater part of the

tZ^^SOnS PTpted Fokus * -*** a fuU~care service, which may be defined as a
2SZ.!I S!IT assistance and service during certain hours, which access to on-dury
personnel m between. Most important of all, the tenants themselves have found this



arrangement to be appropriate. The handicapped person has someone who takes more
direct care of his dwelling and his service needs, someone who takes where he keeps his
clothes, what he wants to eat and so on. This makes it unnecessary to initiate every new
assistant in all the details.

Another reason is that they system based on personnel who comes from outside
counteracts tendencies towards "institutional thinking", i.e. by analogy with commitment
to a hospital, nursing home or the like.

A third reason is that this system prevails on the handicapped person to assume
responsibility for himself. He knows how many service hours he can get and must
allocate them properly.

An important aspect of the full-care service is the attitude of personnel. Fokus staff
must be open-minded and avoid all tendancies to treat the handicapped person as a
patient. It is also necessary to show respect for the handicapped's right to independence
and to management or his private affairs.

A major function for the severely disabled is the ride service. A well-functioning ride
service is necessary if the handicapped person is going to be able to engage in different
activites offered by the community and to get into contact with others. The ride service
is being built up. Although in operation at all localities where Fokus is active, it has not
yet developed in some places to the desired extent. One trouble with the ride service is
that it is available in several localities only at limited times of the day.

Earlier Situation of the Tenants

An analysis of the situation for handicapped persons before they moved to Fokus
apartments discloses that about 34% came from the neighbourhood, while 66% were from
01*T *0<Lalities- Most of the handicapped, 48%, had formerly lived with their parents,
while 24% had been at institutions, nursing homes, chronic-care clinics or the like.

After moving into the Fokus units the handicapped took greater part in work and studies.
Here, however, there was a time lag, which reflected the difficulties of finding jobs
during the short period that the programme had been in operation. Even so, 45% were in
employment or eudcation one year after moving in.

The Fokus dwellings made it possible for more handicapped to move together to form
together families with handicapped or non-handicapped persons. 36% of the tenants
cohabita ted or were married.

Of the handicapped tenants 77% were tied to wheelchairs. More than half needed help
!2£iMessing wd undressing, and one-third with the daily hygiene. Nearly one in five
U8%J needed help to change sleeping positions during the night.

TTius the handicapped tenants in Fokus apartments comprise a group of severely disabled,
who are utterly dependent on a full-care service that functions round the clock. The
1-okus programme has enable them to live a more active and independent life under
secure conditions. Moreover, the programme also permits the handicapped person to
settle down wherever he likes, He is no longer shut in by provincial boundaries. He may
dispose of his dwelling on the same terms as others and personal service is guaranteed to
him. As a result he is also given new opportunities for employment, education and
lesiure activities.

As a tenant of Fokus the handicapped person derives special benefits. For some tenants
the Fokus apartment becomes a step in the rehabilitation process leading to a more
ordinary dwelling. Because of the Society's nationwide activity, a tenant is also enabled
to move from the Fokus locality to another, which brings him closer to friends and
relatives or to places with better job openings. During the vacation season, moreover, a
Fokus tenants may switch flats temporarily with a handicapped person at another
locality. Both then enjoy access to the home welfare service at the new "holiday



resort". The tenant may also provide guest accommondation over a weekend or so to
another handicapped person, who likewise qualifies for service.

Problems of the Severely Disabled: A Community Concern

The Fokus programme, together with the investigations that Fokus has sponsored, proves
that the severely disabled in need of constant care are a small, neglected group. Most of
them have been handicapped from birth, which accounts for deficiencies in their
education, and after finishing school many have been reduced to living on disability
pensions.

Each year 40 or so handicapped persons in Sweden may be expected to enter a situation
which generates the need of a dwelling with service according to the Fokus system. So
far their problems have not received attention from the body politic, which is more
inclined to deal with the most acute cases by commitals to nursing institutions or
chronic-care clinics. None the less, Fokus has shown with its programme that
arr-ir.gements to house and care for severely disabled persons are indeed feasible at very
reasonable expense. These persons need no longer be constrained to stay on in parental
homes or become inmates of institutions. These handicapped, too, deserve the right and
the opportunities to a home of their own, Although the Fokus solution opens new vistas
for the severely disabled, it is also an advantageous solution for the community.

The communtiy must also assume responsibility to satisfy the legitimate demands of the
severely handicapped group here at issue, demands for homes they can call their own as
well as for guaranteed service.


